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Se continuará ahora con la subida de los archivos. A disfrutarla amigos
** ALBANIA. See IRAN [and non]. 9845, July 13 at 0135 check, R. Tirana in the clear with fair signal vs summer noise level (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** BOLIVIA. 6024.9, July 13 at 0102, carrier here, presumably again Red Patria Nueva, typically low. Lots of splatter from both sides, 6020-China/Albania and 6030 DCJ/Marti (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA [and non]. 6060, July 13 at 0103, RHC has LAH from Brasil, and SAH from Iran, where the Azeri Ramadan service until July 29ish is now running straight thru from 1920 to 0320 (but Aoki shows a site change at 0120 from Sirjan at 329 degrees to Kamalabad ND which should theoretically weaken the signal over here). Anyhow, txn to CFRX` lethargy in getting itself repaired, RHC is QRM-free only 10 kHz up on 6070, so who needs 6060? Answer: those hunting the leapfrog over 6165 on 6270 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CYPRUS. 9637-9664, July 13 at 0110 and still at 0137, strong OTH radar maybe from here, lo-pitched but hi pulse rate. Brazilian on 9665-barely escapes the edge of it. BTW, the big buzz in my own neighborhood has mostly abated, at least for now (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** GREECE. 9935, July 13 at 0105, open carrier/dead air, good signal, and still the same at rechex 0127, 0137. So Avlis has this transmitter on, but 9420 is off allowing weak IranQuran thru and nothing audible on 15630 or 15650 either (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** IRAN. 9845, July 13 at 0106, oh-oh, something new is here, fair signal with Qur` an alternating with non-musical talk. Not // 9420, or Oman 9500 or Cairo 9965 (which is JBM with whine). I bet it`s another augmented Iranian for Ramadan, and if this keep up could clash with Albania`s only English to North America on same at 0130. Yes: 0120 Iran`s IS plays but cuts off at 0121:34* before Tirana starts (tho it has been known to come on earlier than 0120), so neatly coördinated. It`s the Turkish service at 0020-0120 only, 500 kW, 310 degrees from Sirjan, also USward, during Ramadan only. Are pious Turx really up so early at 3:20-4:20 am local, well before sunrise, listening to Iran? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST) See also CUBA [and non] 6060

** NORTH AMERICA. 6925-USB, July 13 at 0101, weak pirate music in noise level, announcement in `Whatever` intonation; 0125 definite Radio Free Whatever ID (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. OETA must be reeling from another budget cut thanks to the Republican-controlled OK government, hostile to spending on anything `public``. Despite OETA`s director instituting a puff program interviewing legislators two by two. OETA flagship news program, the `Oklahoma News Report`, effective July 11, has been cut back to only half an hour per week. For the past year it had been one hour per week, also a drastic cut from the former 5 x 30 minutes per week. Anchor Dick Prior tries to put a positive spin on it, saying the half-hour weekly format `for a while`, will enable OETA to put more resources into online news for `deeper news impact and greater reach`. Similarly, on the website: `Beginning Friday, July 11 at 7pm, ONR will air as a 30-minute program that will also be available online. Managing Editor Dick Pryor and his team are developing a newscast strategy that will be designed to provide broadcast viewers and digital users meaningful Oklahoma content, value-added resources and an enhanced educational experience.` `ONR does get repeated several times on OETA-1 and OETA-2 (OKLA): UT Sat 0000, 2300; Sun 1530-OKLA; Sun 1900, Mon 1800-OKLA, Tue 1900-OKLA, Wed 2000-OKLA.

This first edition of the new series boldly led with a feature about Oklahoma Atheists and how surprisingly ac

** SPAIN. 9570, Sat July 12 at 2040, open carrier, stronger than the Cuban radio war on adjacent 9565. What could it be? Maybe another Cuban transmitter testing or forgotten, used elsewhere for CRI relays? Checking HFCC, if any European is propagating this well on a hot summer afternoon, it`s REE which is registered 1900-2300, 250 kW, 170 degrees from Noblejas, including an English hour, sometime in there. But EiBi and Aoki show no English, instead Arabic to Africa during this hour on weekends. Probably just another SNAFU, as Ivo Ivanov caught REE in English the day before during the 11-20 hour not only on scheduled 11615 and 9665 but also on 17850, normally fully Castilian. On July 12 I did not get 17850 checked so early, and anyhow, that English hour is M-F only. But 17850, Sat July 12 at 2046, once again REE is running `Amigos de la Onda Corta` at this unscheduled hour, // weaker 17715. Compere Antonio Buitrago is talking about radio in WW II Germany, with clips of period band music. I also heard an earlier AdiOC exactly two weeks before as in my
Thank you!

June 21 log report, and my assumption then still holds: it`s filler because there are no local fútbol games to compete with El Mundial which REE is not carrying; so I bet it`s back to fútbol on `Tablero Deportivo` instead of Onda Corta, next Saturday (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SRI LANKA. 11905, July 13 at 0114, SLBC carrier is on; musical prélude starts at 0114:47, and 2+1 timesignal ends at 0115:18, right on mis-schedule; poor signal (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 15825, Sat July 12 at 2105, WWCR-1 is airing `Musical Memories with Martha Garvin`, OL banging away at her piano and belting out seldom-heard hymns; and she keeps diddling on the keys even during breaks between tunes. Alan Roe finds her `creepy`; not sure I would go that far. She`s obviously totally bought into the religion Paul created some 1900 years ago, convinced that God is anthropomorphic and obviously a Christian. I do enjoy some of this music as a cultural artifact. Initially VG signal is due to sporadic E boost, MUF at least up to 16 MHz, and/or shortening the skip zone over the 1-megameter distance from Nashville. But at 2112 the 15825 signal starts going into deep fades down to nothing, and by 2124 stays gone. There are several other airtimes of her show on WWCR and the ilk.

4840, July 13 at 0118. I also run across WWCR`s less contentious, more secular, old-record musical program, strangely titled `The Talking Machine Show`, apparently starting at 0100 UT Sundays. No fade-out problems here (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 15770, Saturday July 12 at 2103, it seems WRMI has some otherpreacher than BS on now, apparently a quarter-hourer, as recheck at 2121, now it`s Jeff in `Viva Miami`, or is it `Viva Okichobi`? about how they get T-storms just about every afternoon June-November, with lightning strikes damaging equipment (and no doubt resulting in lost airtime). Then good news from Dave Zantow about plasma TVs being phased out of production, `fading to black by 2016` , likely to lessen QRM to SW. Shux, I never got one. Then preview of the EDXC Conference Sept 19-22 on the French Riviera (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST) See also WORLD OF RADIO monitoring ---

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1729 monitoring: tuned in WRMI 9495, UT Sunday July 13 at 0056 to determine which edition is playing --- and no signal. Wonder if transmission permanently deleted, or an anomaly, maybe lightning as Jeff was just talking about on `VO`. He explains: ```
```
```
```
```
```

** U S A. 5085, July 13 at 0058, Ted Randall`s QSO show thinks he is live on WTWW 12105, where there is really dramatic Russian bibling for another minute or two. It`s yet another playback from the Dayton Hamvention in May, the same stuff over and over, or does he have multiple episodes? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
Russia, CIS and Baltic countries. Every day, the radio station belonging to the EMG, listen more than 21.5 million people (34.2%), every week - about 40.8 million (64.8%) *.  

* TNS Russia, Radio Index - Russia (cities with populations of 100,000 or more people.), October 2012 - March 2013, Daily Reach, AQH Share (Mon-Fri, 06.00-24.00), Weekly Reach (Mon-Sun, 06.00-24.00) stations of the population 12 years and older. Measurement method - telephone interview.  

(Volgodskaya oblast. Vologda.

New FM station. Detskoe Radio. 101.9 MHz

"Radio DetiFM" will be available via satellite and Internet broadcast. You can also download the mobile application platforms Android or IOS.  

(OnAir.ru)

Crimea

Radio station "Dorozhnoe Radio" sounded in the Crimea.

Radio station "Dorozhnoe Radio" broadcasts from early July in the two largest cities of the Crimea: Sevastopol and Simferopol. 

"Dorozhnoe Radio" continues to conquer the city. Good radio and peace together we can now listen to more than one million visitors and Crimean Peninsula. 

"Dorozhnoe Radio" - the second largest daily audience network in Russia: listen to the radio every day more than 10 million people every week - more than 23 million *. The station started broadcasting in 2003 in Kirishi Leningrad region. Then broadcast network has developed steadily.  

Pskov, Murmansk, Ryzan, Khabarovsk, Moscow ... In 2010, call sign "Dorozhnoe Radio" heard residents of Moscow. Today the station sounds in more than 670 cities of Russia, as well as all major road highways and roads of regional and local importance, the total length of which is estimated at 1.1 million Rosavtodor kilometers. In the area of broadcasting "Dorozhnoe Radio" is home to over 70 million people, or more than half of Russia’s population. This - the potential audience "Dorozhnoe Radio".  

(TAJIKISTAN)

Colleagues!

At a frequency of 4765 KHz accept Tajikistan. I want to get a confirmation from them. Unfortunately, I can not find their E-mail. If anyone knows, please share. 73!  

(Andrey, Moscow, Russia / "open_dx")

Hello!  email, indicated on the website does not work. I wrote them, but received a letter from a former employee of RTV. It was his address and he said (in Russian, but with great difficulty) the relationship to the radio no longer has, but promised to help. I did not wait until now. Wrote repeatedly by ordinary mail, but have not received an answer, too. This frequency is heard in Belgorod S-3 - in the morning.  

(Paul, Belgorod, Russia / "open_dx")

My situation is like Paul. At this frequency, sometimes pops up in the morning a new Cuban station Radio Progreso.  

(Alexander Golovihin, Togliatti, Russia / "open_dx")

UNIDENTIFIED.

Hello! Who can explain the appointment of radio stations, which transmit information about the following:

"... The 16th ... 125 120 190 42th ... 42th ... 262 125 192 42th ...  45th 257 130 ... " Had often heard similar radio, and recently almost met and today again heard. Passed a male voice with a Ukrainian accent.  

(Paul, Belgorod, Russia / "deneb-radio-dx" & "open_dx")

"RUS-DX PLUS"

PARTNER CHANNELS AND INTERNET

SHORTWAVE BULLETIN Issue no. 1801, 6 July, 2014. edited by Thomas Nilsson, Sweden

Log

4765,05 Jun27 *2300- Tajik R, Yangiyul Suddenly opened with talk in Tajik by woman, musical nterlude, talk and ID by man: "In jo Dushanbe", 2303 martial orchestra music and song 45343 AP-DNK

DX-Window No. 509 from the Danish Shortwave Club International Greve, Denmark  Editor and Distributor: Anker Petersen July 09, 2014  

DX NEWS

AZERBAIJAN

11761v, Ictimai R with FM mode audio (Cf. DX-Window no. 508), surprisingly daytime reception at 0600-1200, Jun 25, 28 and Jul 01, in Azeri. At other times QRM on 11760 from R Habana Cuba, China National R 1, VOIRI, China R International and R Liberty in Russian. QRM from 11755 AWR via Issoudun or 11765: Voice of Turkey and R TV Algerienne via Issoudun. (Ivanov)

BELARUS

6080, Belorussian R HS 1, Minsk Kalodzicy, 1551, Jul 01, Belorussian to Middle East. (Ivanov)

7255, Belorussian R HS 1, Minsk Kalodzicy, 1553-1603, Jul 01, Belorussian, relays a local station. (Ivanov)

CLANDESTINES and other Target Broadcasts

7375, Voice of Wilderness, via Dushanbe, 1900, Jul 05, Korean to North Korea. (Ivanov)

7530, Voice of Martyrs, via Toshkent, 1600-1730, Jul 02 and 05, Korean to North Korea on new frequency from Jul 02, ex 7515 was still heard on Jul 01. (Ivanov)

11560, R Miraya, via Grigoriopol, 0550, Jun 23, Morning Music Show to Central Africa. (Ivanov)

KYRGYZSTAN

4010, Kyrgyz R HS 1, Bishkek, 1747, Jul 02, Kyrgyz to Central Asia. (Ivanov)

5130, R Maranatha, Shortwave Relay Sce., Bishkek, 1736-1748, Jul 01, Pashto or Dari to Western Asia. (Ivanov)

4765,05 Jun27 *2300- Tajik R, Yangiyul Suddenly opened with talk in Tajik by woman, musical nterlude, talk and ID by man: "In jo Dushanbe", 2303 martial orchestra music and song 45343 AP-DNK

DX-Window No. 509 from the Danish Shortwave Club International Greve, Denmark  Editor and Distributor: Anker Petersen July 09, 2014  

DX NEWS

AZERBAIJAN

11761v, Ictimai R with FM mode audio (Cf. DX-Window no. 508), surprisingly daytime reception at 0600-1200, Jun 25, 28 and Jul 01, in Azeri. At other times QRM on 11760 from R Habana Cuba, China National R 1, VOIRI, China R International and R Liberty in Russian. QRM from 11755 AWR via Issoudun or 11765: Voice of Turkey and R TV Algerienne via Issoudun. (Ivanov)

BELARUS

6080, Belorussian R HS 1, Minsk Kalodzicy, 1551, Jul 01, Belorussian to Middle East. (Ivanov)

7255, Belorussian R HS 1, Minsk Kalodzicy, 1553-1603, Jul 01, Belorussian, relays a local station. (Ivanov)

CLANDESTINES and other Target Broadcasts

7375, Voice of Wilderness, via Dushanbe, 1900, Jul 05, Korean to North Korea. (Ivanov)

7530, Voice of Martyrs, via Toshkent, 1600-1730, Jul 02 and 05, Korean to North Korea on new frequency from Jul 02, ex 7515 was still heard on Jul 01. (Ivanov)

11560, R Miraya, via Grigoriopol, 0550, Jun 23, Morning Music Show to Central Africa. (Ivanov)

KYRGYZSTAN

4010, Kyrgyz R HS 1, Bishkek, 1747, Jul 02, Kyrgyz to Central Asia. (Ivanov)

5130, R Maranatha, Shortwave Relay Sce., Bishkek, 1736-1748, Jul 01, Pashto or Dari to Western Asia. (Ivanov)
STATE TV and Radio Company "Crimea" plan registered under Russian law. This was told by the minister of internal policy, information and communications Dmitry Polonsky. According to him, for registration need to liquidate the company and on its base to create a new, in accordance with the laws of Russia. This procedure is necessary, because the former founder GTRK Ukraine is represented by the State Committee for Television and Radio. "This is exactly the same state broadcaster, the owner will be the Republic of Crimea, and the governing body of the Ministry of internal policy, information and communications," - said D.Polonsky. The Minister explained that the ownership structure of the property goes all GTRK addition, employees will be broadcasting company appropriately reissued at work. "Moreover, it is a new entity, in accordance with Russian law, apply to the Roscomnadzor for a license to broadcast on the territory of the Republic. Because STRC "Crimea" - it's not just TV, but also wired and FM-radio" - said D.Polonsky. (allcrimea.net / OnAir.ru via RUS-DX No. 775, Jul 06)

TAJIKISTAN
4765.05, Tajik R 1, Yangiyul, *2300-2310, Jun 27, suddenly opened in mid-sentence with talk in Tajik by woman, musical interlude, talk and ID by man: "In jo Dushanbe", 2303 martial orchestra music and song, 45343. (Petersen). Also heard with sign off at 2003-2004*, Jun 29, talks, 25332. (Mille)
4765, Tajik R, Yangiyul, 1845, Jan 02, Tajik anns and music, 35443. (Beryozkin)

UZBEKISTAN
Changing the frequency with Voice of Martyrs July 2:
1600-1730 NF 7530 TAC 100 kW / 065 deg to KRE Korean, ex 7515.
Video of July 02, on the new frequency and video July 01, at the old frequency: http://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2014/07/frequency-change-of-voice-of-martyrs.html.
(Ivo Ivanov, Bulgaria)

PUBLICATIONS
Letter Beacons - radio of unknown origin and unknown destination, consisting of only one letter, transmitted by telegraph. These beacons are separated into several groups (letters) in accordance with the transmission code and frequency. Most of these lighthouses working with Russia. Fully article can be read on http://www.ruqrz.com/?p=5611 I note that the article was not signed. Is it original, that is written by an unknown author of the site, or just a reprint of this publication is not clear. In this regard to the facts presented in the material should be treated with caution.
(link forwarded to the email address on the domain mail.ru)
For the section on International Broadcasting WRTH released another update. You can free download it at the following link: http://www.wrth.com/files/WRTH2014IntRadioSuppl3_A14SchedulesUpdate.pdf
(Sean Gilbert, WRTH International Editor on WRTH - 3 July to wwdxc)

Shortwave Central blog Tuesday, July 08, 2014 Blog Logs
Tajikistan
15195, Radio Free Asia at 1358 in Tibetan. Two men in discussion to 1359. Taped announcements and off the air at 1400. Signal jammed by Firedrake up to 1400. Poor signal quality (Sellers).
Uzbekistan

15735 NHK/Radio Japan relay. News text from duo at 1402, // 11705 via Palau relay for very poor signal. (Sellers).

TAJIKISTAN All broadcasts of Voice of Tajik 1800-2400 are off on shortwave
1800-2000 on 7245 DB 100 kW / non-dir to CeAs Dari
2000-2200 on 7245 DB 100 kW / non-dir to CeAs Russian
2200-2300 on 7245 DB 100 kW / non-dir to CeAs Uzbek
2300-2400 on 7245 DB 100 kW / non-dir to CeAs Hindi.

Videos for Farsi on July 5/7/10 and empty channel for Dari on July 8/10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Fah_wv-tZk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWd97mXK19I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaMVwax51zE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcBKvw9rZQY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCLwK2wbKVE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHy-YC_1nZ0&feature=youtu.be

NDB & BEACON DXing. NDB DXing & RADIO Sergel.
Dnipropetrovsk region. Ukraine.
05/07/2014
21:00-23:30 UTC
RX: FT-100D
Ant: Frame of coaxial
289 AP Chertovitskoye / Vorenezh RUS K091PS 589 km
320 RN Rostov-na-Donu / Rostov East RUS KN97VF 429 km
334 VI Verchnie Vysotske UKR KN18MW 830 km
410 SF Cherusti RUS LO05AN 968 km
414 SB Sambek RUS KN97VS 424 km
520 DF Mukhrani GEO LN21GV 1038 km
777 ST Sirotinskaya RUS LN19UG 727 km

BC-DX 1169, 12 July 2014 edited by Wolfgang Bueschel, Germany
KRYGYZ REP 5130 Radio Maranatha, Shortwave Relay Service (with TWR ties) in Pashto or Dari to WeAsia, at 1736 UT on July 1 on 5130 kHz via Krasnaya Rechka, Bishkek site. (Ivo Ivanov-BUL, via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews / dxld July 1)

MOLDOVA {PRIDNESTROVIAN MOLDAVIAN REP} 11560 Radio Miraya QSL, via Grigoriopol site on 11560 kHz. Large full-data, except site, Miraya FM card in only 9 days–and that included a holiday in addition to a weekend. V/s Mr. Jean-Luc Mootoosamy, Miraya Program Officer. Report was sent to Fondation Hirondelle, Avenue du Temple 19C, CH-1012 Lausanne, Switzerland. (Wendel Craighead-KS-USA, DXplorer July 10)

RUSSIA Radio tower masts in Kurkino, Russia.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bushman_k/2171520085 (Andrea Borgnino-ITA IW0HK, SWtxsite July 11)

RUSSIA DST DONE FOR IN RUSSIA.
Russia's legislature, often accused of metaphorically turning back the clock, has decided to do it literally - abandoning the widely disliked policy of keeping the country on daylight-saving time year-round. The 2011 move to impose permanent "summer time" in 2011 was one of the most memorable and least popular initiatives of Dmitry Medvedev's presidency. It forced tens of millions to straggle to their jobs in pitch darkness during the winter months.
In the depths of December, the sun didn't clear the horizon in Moscow until 10 a.m.
The State Duma, the lower house of parliament, voted 442-1 on Tuesday to return to standard time this fall and stay there throughout the year. The decision won't make the Russian winters shorter, but is likely to reduce grousing about them. Russia will also go back to 11 time zones instead of 9.
(Dutch TV news home page via PA3GQW, dxld July 2)


Asociacion Diexman Uruguay
As Besonderheit anzusprechen ist die seit dem 3. Maerz laufende und in der letzten Ausgabe von RMRC-Aktuell bereits erwaehnte Ausstrahlung von Westi FM auf 1089 kHz (Tbilisskaja, 1200 kW), 1215 kHz (Bolschakowo im Gebiet Kaliningrad, 1200 kW) und 1413 kHz (Grigoriopol in Pridnestrowje, 500 kW). Sie ist fuer Hoerer in der Ukraine bestimmt, wobei zu hinterfragen ist, wer diese Ausstrahlungen bestellt und bezahlt.

Vatican.

Topics cards:

- Vatican.
- Tajikistan.
- Vereinbarte.

UT on July 8. Local TJK-ME male singer performing folk usic song. (wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews July 8)


The Vatican Radio's first transmission on 15548 kHz, both Vo Tibet in Tibetan lang, both from probably Dushanbe at S= -70dBm here on sidelobe in Germany, at 1218 UT on July 6. Only China mainland jamming on 15550 kHz. (wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews July 6)

4765.047 Tajik Radio 1 from Dushanbe Yangi-Yul site, at 2330 UT on July 5th, S=9+15dB -60dBm. (wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews July 5)

4765.046 Tajik Radio 1, Yangi Yul Dushanbe site, Odd frequency signal as usual. Noted S=9 -70dBm here in southern Germany. 1805 UT on July 8. Local TJK-ME male singer performing folk usic song. (wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews July 8)

All broadcasts of Voice of Tajik 1800-2400 are off on shortwave

1800-2000 7245 DB  100 kW non-dir to CeAS Dari
2000-2200 7245 DB  100 kW non-dir to CeAS Russian
2200-2300 7245 DB  100 kW non-dir to CeAS Uzbek
2300-2400 7245 DB  100 kW non-dir to CeAS Hindi. (Ivo Ivanov-BUL, via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews July 8)

The Vatican.

Received QSL-cards for the reception of the program in Russian Vatican Radio: 02.06.2014 / 16.10-16.40 / 11715 and 15370 kHz


Indonesia

Received QSL-card from the Czech Republic for the reception IRDR June 6 15650 kHz. The report sent by e-mail HFCC. Original card. The picture card broadcast stations designated green circle. Jakarta is marked with a red circle. (Alexander Golovihin, Togliatti, Russia / "deneb-radio-dx & "open_dx")

USA

QSL-card AWR: 9760 kHz are 20.00, AGATE GUAM 100 kW. At the date of written ‘Not shown’, because weekday? AWR also been received from 2 yellow leaf with QSL-policy and ‘Annual DX Contest 2014’ - not yet deciphered what they want exactly. (Andrew, Tomsk, Russia / "deneb-radio-dx")

Asociacion Dixman Uruguay
Hello!

As you may know, this global radio heritage project has been online for some 10 years, and we are totally reliant on our monthly funding partners to cover our operational costs. Here's what we've been doing lately and some exciting news:

* recent grant helps upgrade our technology
* good success with new promotion on Facebook
* visitors to website continue to grow
* new features added

We've successfully obtained a grant from a New Zealand-based community funder as part of a planned technology upgrade over the coming months. It covers some of the operational technology we use and is also an initial move towards digital storage facilities. We're delighted that this is their third donation towards our technology, and that they're pleased with the way we've handled previous grants which have high financial reporting processes.

A small donation for testing social media has also been used on Facebook in recent weeks. This demonstrated that we can reach many thousands of targeted people of interest to the project for a low cost, add hundreds of connections, and get these people looking at the website where they have added to building the visitor numbers almost immediately.

We need to keep building site visitors to have any chance of attracting business partners and sponsors. We'll be evaluating the responses further in the coming weeks.

* Since April 1 2014, visitors to the website compared to this time last year are up across the board: India is up 22.7%, Japan up 18.7% NZ up 13.2%, Canada up 10.5%, and UK up 10.2%.

Our toughest challenges are Australia which is up just 1.5% and the USA which is almost standing still and only up 0.25%.

There are always seasonal issues at play - in the warmer months, people have better things to do with their time, and in the cooler months, we find visits usually increase.

* For the period April-July, you’re currently funding 74% of the costs of meeting the operational charges, but we still must find $2,008 to cover all our expenses to the end of July.

If you haven’t made a donation for sometime, or never made one before, it would be nice to hear from you this weekend. Everyone has different calls on their funds, we understand that, but you’ll make it possible for us to continue our volunteer work program - and keep the website free for people to use - if you’ll join our team of financial supporters this month.

Please make your donation at [www.radioheritage.net](http://www.radioheritage.net) and check out our supporters so far this month, and the Supporters Roll.

* The Call of the Friendly Islands, ZCO Tonga is one of our new features. We dug this article out of an old magazine, and found perhaps the first QSL letter issued by the station safe in one of our collections. It’s already attracting a lot of interest from readers in Fiji, Samoa, and Tonga.

Thanks again for helping keep us on track with your support, and we're busy working on some exciting new features and continuing to receive more collections of radio memorabilia and radio memories for safekeeping. Thanks for making it all possible.

Best regards David Ricquish. Chairman - Radio Heritage Foundation

[www.radioheritage.net](http://www.radioheritage.net) Where today's people connect with yesterday's radio.

Email DX to be removed from this mailing list and please allow 15 working days for a volunteer to manually find and remove your name.

---

** ALBANIA [non]. 9842 approx., July 13 at 0106 while hearing Iran on 9845, I meant to mention there was also ute hash QRM from the lo side, continuous except for split-second breaks – something I’ve yet to hear after 0130 when Tirana is on, and hope I never do (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** BRAZIL. 11660, 11690, 11720, 11750, 11810, 11840, 11870, 11900, July 13 at 0532, RNA spurs are the worst yet, at 30-kHz intervals around 11780. The closest ones are strongest and the farthest ones barely detectable, all extremely distorted. 11870 is QRM to WEWN. Fundamental 11780 itself is distorted and overmodulated but readable if you put up with it (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CANADA. Traces of sporadic E TV DX on channel A2, 1422 UT July 13, with antenna NE; 6m Es maps show likely path from Ontario, not Mexico. A few more snatches like at 1537; 1547 ad grafix in English (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. 13605, July 13 at 0529, jammers gone wild with multiple tones --- against nothing. By 1332, R. Martí is on and now the jamming is wall-of-noise, no tones (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** GREECE. 15630, July 13 at 0526, music at poor level, no doubt ERT Open, despite hearing nothing but 9935 on the air earlier and that with dead air (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** IRAN. Regarding the 9845 IRIB Turkish Ramadan service until 0121*, I should clarify what I meant about the timing: I was merely suggesting that an hour later than 0020-0120 UT for pre-sunrise breakfast would have been sufficient. Today’s sunrise in Ankara was 0231 UT so a broadcast at 0120-0220 would have fit = 4:20-5:20 am local DST. But certainly not on 9845 due to Tirana! Perhaps I am mistaken in assuming people wake up
earlier to feast and then stay up in the daytime rather than sleeping thru most of it. So have they turned off the 0420 UT Turkish service during Ramadan, or is it still running too? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MADAGASCAR. 13840, July 13 at 0528 surprised to hear a couple words of English here, "today`s show" then dead air. No doubt it`s the wrapup of the 0500 NHK World English broadcast not supposed to be on this frequency; yes, audio back up at 0529 for the full off-topic English schedule announcement, and 0530 `Sakoura`, into `NHK World Radio Japon` opening scheduled French. Alla Vaticana, MGLOB operators are also sloppy, not paying attention to when they should bring up the modulation from the feed. Normally this is accompanied by another French broadcast next door on 13830, VOA via Botswana, but that`s M-F only (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MALAYSIA. 11665, July 13 at 1223, rock music in Santana style, multi-station ID mentioning Wai FM and also Klassik, mobile access; fair-good signal, better than usual, Wai FM mentioned again. 1326 still there but weaker (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SPAIN [and non]. 21640, 21610, 21515, July 13 at 1327, REE weak signals, but not on 21630 today, and indeed at 1358 B-B-C- chimes are in the clear from ASCENSION, and stronger (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. Re gh`s previous report: "Hi Glenn, I said that I find Martha Gavin comes across as "a slightly imposing, almost scary, figure". I didn`t say that I find her "creepy", and I certainly don`t think that. The word "creepy" suggests to me repulsion in some way - and I do not think that at all. Instead, it is clear that she is a committed Christian who is intent on getting across her love of that through her music - and it is her intensity that I find just a little bit imposing, it`s not my sort of music, but it`s not a bad program and I do recognise that many may enjoy it, which is why I thought that I would give it a mention - hidden away as it is amongst the many programs broadcast by WWCR. Alan Roe, Teddington, UK``! So you did; sorry. I`m wondering how `creepy` crept into my erroneous memory of the item, as I had not thought of her that way either. Searching the DXLD archive on `creepy` finds it most recently used by Dan Sheedy about the closing music from Station YHWH, and it`s also been applied to the robo-kids on KJES. BTW, as on her website, it`s Garvin, not Gavin (Glenn Hauser, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 750, July 13 at 0601 UT, KAMA El Paso in Spanish again over WSB; maybe just propagational variation, but an hour earlier it was not like that. I wonder if they switch to 10 kW ND around local midnight, hoping no one will notice? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 1140, July 13 at 1156 UT, sax music, outro as `All That Jazz` show, I think from KCXL, same one with 1158 UT YL English ID as `KCXL, Liberty, 1140 AM and 102.9 FM`. However, it was interrupted at 1157 UT by Mexican music in volatile post-sunrise skip, no doubt KLTK Centerton AR. Sunday morning ghetto allows commercial stations to do something different of possible minority interest (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 1520, July 13 at 1203 UT, distinctive voice of CRI newscaster in English can be heard mixing with KOKC, making slow SAH, i.e. KYND Cypress TX again, the ChiCom access to Houstonians with ordinary radios, bleeding over past Oklahoma City (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

UNIDENTIFIED. 4750+, July 13 at 1214, JBA carrier very slightly on the hi side compared with BFO on the FRG-7 MHz dial to stations on 9750, 11750. Assuming RRI Makassar is still AWOL, that was more on the lo side, so this would be Bangladesh, or China? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

---

Hello, This email message is a notification to let you know that a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the odxa group.

File : /ODXADX.pdf   Uploaded by : luckywimpy shortwaveloggings@gmail.com   Description : The July 14th issue.

You can access this file at the URL: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/odxa/files/ODXADX.pdf

To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit: https://help.yahoo.com/kb/index?page=content&y=PROD_GRPS&locale=en_US&id=SLN15398

Regards, luckywimpy shortwaveloggings@gmail.com

---

Ontario DX Club

New file uploaded to odxa

Dino Bloise

Argentina espiar el Facebook

En Argentina espiar el Facebook ajeno es un delito. ¡Cuidado con espiar! La Corte Suprema consideró que es un delito federal revisar conversaciones ajenas a través de las redes sociales, celular o mails, a partir de la denuncia de una mujer contra su ex marido, quien espió sus chat privados en Facebook sin su permiso. Fuente: http://www.elcomercio.com/tendencias/argentina-espiar-facebook-dellito.html

Toni, EA3GYE

EA3UBR BADALONA / MVB-1461

La UNIó DE RADIOAFICIONATAS DE BADALONA (Sección Local de U.R.E. - Unión de Radioaficionados Españoles-), el sábado día 19/07/2014, activará "Casa Clara" sita en el parque Ca L´Arnús, con indicativo EA3UBR y referencias MVB-1461 (monumento) y DME-08015 (municipio de Badalona) y QSL especial "Jardí de Papallones" (Jardín de las Mariposas). Responsable de la actividad: EA3DYB, op. Juan-José, BADALONA Internet: www.ea3ubr.cat

Información sobre la ciudad de BADALONA (Spain): http://badalona.cat/portalWeb/

Asociacion Diexman Uruguay
Radio Australia first up for job cuts as ABC restructures | The Australian

The news isn’t good out of Radio Australia, in part as a recent “efficiency review” recommended eliminating shortwave usage, against the ABC’s own wishes.

Richard Cuff / Allentown, PA USA


---

**Glenn Hauser**

Logs July 13-14, 2014

** CANADA. More weak sporadic E TV-DX, July 13, UT: 1657 on 2, audible promo ``` on CTV ``` ; CHBX Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., presumed, as it`s from the NE rather than NW where there are also some analog CTV 2s left in Sask, Alta. Soon getting Spanish too from opposite direxion; see MEXICO (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CHINA. 12910, July 14 at 1344, CNR1 jammer, fair; no others 10-19 MHz except 11, 15 MHz inbanders (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. 9790-9835, July 14 at 0124, approx. range of buzz obviously emanating from the defective RHC 9810 transmitter near the middle of it (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** GREECE. 9935, July 14 at 0111, Greek music, good signal; // 9420 which has a little more fading, maybe caused by Iran SAH underneath; no ERT Opens in the 7s, 15s (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** INDIA. 9690, July 14 at 1349, AIR GOS with fair signal during Indian classical music with plenty of droning, in clear tx to WRMI no longer BSing on it. // 13710 is about the same until * 1357 CRI CCI starts at about equal level. // 11620 is inaudible if on. Dan Sheedy upon Moonlight Beach, California, agrees: ``` 11620 AIR GOS 1400+ 14 July. Unheard this morning so their brief reappearance was just that ``` 9870, AIR VBS also in July 14 at 1350 with pop music about same level as 9690 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MEXICO. Weak sporadic E TV-DX, July 13, UT: 1702 on 2, Spanish from the SSW, 5 minutes after getting from the NE, presumed Ont.; see CANADA 1805 on 2, heavy CCI from SSW, Spanish, World Cup coverage 1805 on 4, algo. CCI at least on 2 continues for a while but nothing specific (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST) And more July 14 UT, already in progress at turn-on, tune-in 1419 UT: 1419 on 2, Spanish CCI from SSW; also algo on 3, 5 1435 on 2, f bug in LR = Televisa-4 net; 1437 news about Ukraine 1452 on 5, bug in lower right, not like the Televisa-5 one we have seen so far: no longer italic, and not encircled, just a bold dark 5, with lite/white outlining. Haven`t made out what color the 5 is. It`s still Televisa-5 net, possibly flagship XHGC México DF itself. We find: New programmation effective today July 14, and new logo on website: http://i2.esmas.com/2014/07/04/668568/nuevos-estrenos-de-canal-5-1024x768.jpg However the 5 logo on this page is not exactly like the one on screen, but both are non-italic; star inside the lower hook of the 5 filling the hole. Still with the old logo, italic 5 in a circle with a star to the upper right of the 5: http://tvdxtips.com/mexlogos.html 1459 on 5, something else with studio announcer, game show? Soccer ball 1507 on 2, boxeo, f-bug in LR, CCI 1509 on 5, Pingüinos de Madagascar animation, new 5 bug (maybe of what used to be KXAS-5 DFW, but not any more). Televisa Canal 5 program schedule, also via above site, for today July 14 does not show the Penguins until 1630 UT! At 1500 UT = 10 am HCM = CDT is supposed to be Munstros vs Aliens 1515 on 6, pan handling, maybe cooking show; hasten to turn off my RF feeder on 87.9 which was RFLing its video, but quickly gone again. Never find any FM DX 1516 on 2, `Matutino Express` show going to a commercial break. That`s on Televisa-4 = Foro-TV net (BTW `foro` is not Spanish for `four`) 1517 on 2, Nixon resignation video & audio with subtitles, ``` desde el archivo visual de Televisa ``` . OK --- 1524 on 5, still Pingüinos, with same-offset CCI 1528 on 3, ``` Somos Mexicanos ``` federal PSA for the legislature 1532 on 3, Pingüinos here too, so Televisa-5 net; XHBQ Zacatecas? 1608 on 3, ditto with new 5 bug LR 1613 on 3, Four? YLS in a row, bug in LR is an equilateral parallelogram but can`t make out its contents; nothing similar at tvdxtips.com – may not be a net or station ID 1616 on 2, astrological advice show, apparently live with the fraud taking phone calls, lots of numbers and Veracruz locations on screen including Xalapa at 1616, Poza Rica at 1622. Occupying the LR bug corner are alternating horoscopical symbols; so it`s certainly XHFM 1621 on 4, TVMAS among the constant lettering at screen bottom, slightly left of center, with studio demonstration, cooking? So XHGV, Las Lajas, Veracruz 1630 on 2, new show starting, not sure if same station as horoscope, MUJER in title, including lipstick cylinder flying across the screen. Novela, I guess, rather than talkshow
verifies that the 1600 horoscope nonsense is titled ‘Que Vuelan Vuelan’, (which I also heard mentioned, but what does this mean idiomatically?

Something about flying); and the 1630 novela(?) is ‘Mujer --- Casos de la Vida Real’

1637 on 2, ad for knee treatment which has now come to Veracruz! CCI

1645, MUF remains down to channel 2, with plenty of CCI

1656 on 3, novela vs talk show

1702 on 3, TeleVer animated promo/ID = XHFM

1720 on 3, novela

1738 on 3, weak Spanish

1744 on 4, TVMAS ID animated with 3-D non-Rubik cube logo = XHGV

1746 on 4, 20-kHz CCI to above from Televisa-5 with LR bug

1807 on 2, still CCI, occasionally up to 3 and 4

1811 on 2, promo mentions Acapulco, but not enough to assume XHAP-TV; then also mentions Tamaulipas, as also still XHTAU

1813 on 2, old western movie, maybe Teleactiva bug in UR as in XEFB-TV, Monterrey. Program schedule is coming up blank:

http://www.televisaregional.com/monterrey/programacion/?c=2#

Then I checked some online TV program guides and found Teleactiva not even listed, besides scads of cable channels, many of them from USA. O,

bug in UR is just digital clock

1830 on 2, quiz show

1842, Still some CCI on 2 as I close this report. 6m Es maps checked a few times during this opening have showed little if any activity between here and Mexico (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. 10.8 MHz area, July 14 at 1337, extremely distorted wideband FM radiation from unknown neighbor`s FM receiver IF re-tuned to 101.9 KTST OKC which matches audio and pauses. Also was hearing same about an hour earlier on its second harmonic circa 21.6 MHz (and no real 13m broadcasters making it) (Glenn Hauser, Enid, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. 90.1, July 13 around 05-06 UT, I notice that KUCO is dead air again, instead of overnight classical service relayed from WCPE in NC. Back on at next check after 1200 with Pipedreams. Computer must have muted itself again, requiring a late-nite visit from a staffer to reset it (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. 90.3, July 14 at 1540 UT, promo ‘`Southern Gospel Saturday from 6 am here on KHYM ``. But it`s really KHEV Fairview OK west of Enid, usually eclipsed by closer and stronger 90.5 KGVL Goltry with 14 kW; as I am bandscanning for Mexican FM DX to go with TVDX up to channel 5 or 6.

From FCC info you`d never know that the IDs you hear on KHEV are ``KHYM ``, but licensed to Great Plains Christian Radio, Inc., same as for KHYM 103.9 in Copeland KS, 100 kW, but with numerous relays in KS and OK. FCC shows 90.3 site is about 10 miles WSW of Fairview on north side of US 60, and with only 490 watts, its 60 dBu service contour barely exceeds the US 60/412 junxion north of Fairview (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** PERU. 5980, July 14 at 0112-0117:01.5*, R. Chaski carrier surpasses another minute of extra airtime beyond 0100, tnx to its slipping autotimer cutoff; six seconds later than yesterday (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SRI LANKA. 11905, July 14 at 0115, music prélude is on from SLBC, 2+1 timesignal ending at 0115:18; very poor (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1729 monitoring: confirmed on Area 51 webcast starting about a minute early at 0259, and before 0328 also confirmed via WBCQ 5110v-CUSB. Next on SW:

Monday 2100 on WRMI 15770 [new]
Tuesday 1100 on WRMI 9955
Wednesday 0630 on Hamburger Lokalradio 7265-CUSB
Wednesday 1315 on WRMI 9955
Wednesday 2100 on WBCQ 7490v

(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 9475, July 14 at 0122, audio from Pastor Pete Peters is breaking up severely, unusable; while 12105 & 5085 are OK; seems it`s always something from WTWW.

12105, July 14 at 0515, very poor signal, but ID in English as WTWW amid blues or revival music. Another unexplained extra transmission, usually not on after 0200 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 11635, Monday July 14 at 0514, WHRI is already on with hymns, too good a signal to be aimed at right angle to us. Other days it starts at 0530, or changed? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
UNIDENTIFIED. 9625v, July 14 at 1348, low audible heterodyne (LAH) but no modulation audible, meaning two stations, at least one of which is off-frequency. EiBi and Aoki show the only pair active at this hour are Channel Africa and Radio Fides, Bolivia; yet I strongly suspect the perpetual off-frequencier, R. Taiwan international, warming up to start Vietnamese at 1400, probably vs South Africa, longpath? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
Bob Padula
Australian DX Report 421 now available

Regards from Melbourne, Australia!  Bob Padula -  Host/Producer

---

Glenn Hauser
Logs July 14-15, 2014

** BRAZIL. 6180, July 15 at 0132, RNA is missing from this frequency so XEPPM 6185 for once has no much stronger ACI. RNA still audible on 5990
and much stronger // 11780. The latter without spurs at this hour.
At 0545, however, 11780 is quite distorted and splattering out to 11765-11795, but no further spurs at 30 kHz intervals. At 0547, 6180 is still off
and 5990 still on, poorly audible (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** BRAZIL. 9630, July 15 at 0129, extremely colloquial Brazuguese from a caller emitting monotonous Ave-Marias, in conversation with better-
educated but no less pious studio YL. It’s the `Com a Mãe Aparecida` flagship show on R. Aparecida. Frequency probably slightly off but not
measured; instead found to be // 11855v which has a lite LAH since it`s off too --- yet nothing else is listed on 11855 at this hour in HFCC, EiBi, Aoki
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. Altho it should have been obvious as a typo, in my July 11 report, not 5949.2+ but 5049.2+, not noticed until July 14 when I see it that way
in the NASWA Flashsheet; would anyone already publishing it as 5949.2 please run this corrected version: 5049.2+, July 11 at 0524, R. Rebelde is still here way off-frequency instead of 5025. Next check at 1222 UT, still there with fair signal, altho no attempt to remeasure. Meanwhile, Wolfgang Büschel was using a remote receiver in Cocoa FL of N9JY and at 1240 July 11 did measure it on 5049.239 at S9+15. Don’t know if it had varied a bit, but within my margin of error on the keyboard, i.e. 761 Hz from 5050, between the notes at 740 and 784 Hz. Will be interesting to note whether the misoperators correct it by UT July 12 before WWRB reattempts to use 5050 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST) [they did]

** CUBA. 11635, July 14 at 2123, 5-digit Spanish YL numbers is stuck on only two of them: 2s and 3s over and over and over, with no pauses as
monitored past 2127 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MEXICO. Continuing July 14 sporadic-E TV DX report, UT:
1845 on 2, SEP PSA [Secretaría de Educación Pública]
1847 on 2, Mexican western movie, B&W? No bugs; opening fading out
2244 on 2, fade-in & out somestation with clock bug in UR, as seen earlier; what`s it? Same station at 2249 full-screen ID as +v, and opening
credits for another old Mexican movie. Therefore it’s XEWO-TV Guadalajara. Rather than temp to the right of the clock, IIRC, it`s a tiny +v logo [Más
Vision], which is just about invisible, too far into the corners on both my overscanned monitors. So XEWO-TV applies to the earlier log at 1813 which
had been suspected as XEFB-TV Monterrey (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. On July 14 I sent this to Peggy Mason, Advertising Manager of the TVOK Network:
`` Peggy, I picked up your business card, probably at the TV-OK office open house/ribbon cutting some months ago in the Broadway Tower (now of
course, shuttered).
In case you are still with TV-OK, I wonder if you are aware or could explain why for the PAST FOUR MONTHS at least, there has been NO SOUND on your
broadcast on the air from Enid on channels 31 and 32????
Yes, there is sound on the cable version via SuddenLink.
Also, why did you ever start running Azteca and Mundo-Fox on the subchannels if you weren’t going to keep them going? I never saw any publicity or
listings about them, only discovered by tuning.
The remaining programming leaves a bit to be desired, nothing but infomercials. The endless playbacks of a few episodes of Discover OK and Outdoor
OK were quite better for months before that.
Thanks, Glenn Hauser, Enid ``
No reply received by the next day, but no bounce either; and still no sound. If the sound does start up, maybe she got the message. Oops, it did
bounce, into my spam folder (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. RF 33, KOCB ``34 ``, OKC, (a sibling station to ``Fox 25 ``, KOKH, RF 24), has finally added a subchannel after a long time with
none (altho IIRC they did have one for a while after the DTV transition) --- now it’s GetTV as 34-2, which seems to have a fairly good selexion of old
movies. Primetime theme UT July 15 was Africa (Glenn Hauser, Enid, July 14, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** PERU. 5980, July 15 at 0117-0117:08.5*, R. Chaski carrier, tuned in just in time to catch the precessed cutoff, which is 7 seconds later than
yesterday, probably more like 6 due to margin of error (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SOUTH CAROLINA [non]. 5050 // 3185, July 15 at 0149, WWRB is running BS on both transmitters; 9370 is already active at 1250 (Glenn
Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1729 monitoring: the new airing on WRMI-9, 15770, scheduled for 2100 Mondays: July 14 at 2059:30 BS stops and BZ
ID plays, but 2100 BS resumes past 2104 when there is a brief transmission break; finally at 2104:20, WOR 1729 is joined in progress, and ends at
2129, so the playback started on time at 2100 but somehow did not get on the air until over 4 minutes later. (Ivo Ivanov also monitored a delay of 2
I’ve asked WRMI to look into correcting this; maybe something to do with the odd 2103 time shown on their graphic frequency schedule. Next:
Tuesday 1100 on HLR 7265-CUSB
Wednesday 0630 on HLR 7265-CUSB
Wednesday 1315 on WRMI 9955
Wednesday 1430 on HLR 7265-CUSB
Wednesday 2100 on WBCQ 7490v

** U S A. 5830, July 15 at 1245, WTWW-1 is missing, not on 9475 either; while 5085, WTWW-2 is on with BS (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 7615-USB, July 15 at 0138, a Civil Air Patrol net is about to shut down; NCS seems to be Tri-Blade 33 [not at all sure of the `Blade` part; refers to a propeller design?], radio-check with weaker Grasslands 44. But before closing, `33 has a message to send slowly, fonetically, and repetitively:
``MSG #137, routine, 111405Z July 14
FROM; NHQ/DOK
TO; All Comm Officers
Info: All regions DCS/COMM
Info #2: All planes[?] /DC/DOK
text:
The 13 Aug Comm Managers meeting in Las Vegas [which one?] will be streamed via the web for those who cannot attend. Details will be announced soon.``
Closing at 0141, he starts to say `Iowa CAP 4 ---` then corrects himself to Tri-Blade[?] 33, out at 0142*. See my previous log of this in DXLD 14-17, April 22 from 0107; and before that in 14-13. Searching on the tactical callsigns gets nowhere in Google nor in the UDXF yg. FWIW, the Iowa Wing CAP website, but paramilitary secrecy probably hides anything specific about frequencies, net times and calls: http://www.iawgcap.com/ (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 670, July 15 at 0553 UT, nulling WSCR I immediately hear `hog call`, so KHGZ Glenwood AR, 5 kW daytimer is again on air in the nightmiddle; rather gets in the way of Cuba in same direxion (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 750, July 15 at 0557 UT, PSA in Spanish about kids, way over WSB from opposite direxion, so KAMA El Paso TX cheating again (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

UNIDENTIFIED [and non]. 11784v, July 15 at 1255, wavering het upon 11785, unusual. 11785 is VOA Chinese via Thailand, with of course CNR1 jamming. Wondered if it were Voice of Indonesia, trying to reactivate 11785, the long-gone frequency they still include in every announcement along with equally imaginary 15150; but there`s a carrier still on 9526. Maybe it`s just additional jamming. After 1300, however het is gone, while VOA continues via Philippines but now CNR1 jamming is totally dominant. Another possibility, R. Guaíba, Brasil, which has been inactive so long it`s not even in Aoki, yet in the WRTH 2014. With 250 kW from Brasilia on 11780, 7.5 kW from Porto Alegre is hardly an option (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

---

Migdiel Cruz
Se subió el archivo 14072014-VES.pdf
Alguien le quiere echar un vistazo...
Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes
Decreto por el que se expiden la Ley Federal de Telecomunicaciones y Radiodifusión, y la Ley del Sistema Público de Radiodifusión del Estado Mexicano; y se reforman, adicionan y derogan diversas disposiciones en materia de telecomunicaciones y radiodifusión.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DiexismoExtremo/659533110769332/

PU 3 HAG
Novo corte nas OC: Radio Austrália
A situação para a Radio Austrália é crítica e catastrófica. Departamento de língua inglesa a ser fechado, 3/4 dos profissionais serão desligados e o critério é declaradamente aleatório (não serão levados em conta experiência ou contribuição). Detalhes abaixo:

Asociacion Dixman Uruguay
** BRAZIL. 6180, July 16 at 0052, RNA is back on tonight. 11750 & 11810, July 16 at 0543, the nasty spurs from 11780 are on and in again, along with much weaker but detectable ones on 11720 and 11840, i.e. 30-kHz intervals (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. 6165, July 16 at 0054, RHC open carrier already on prior to 0100 English; likewise 6000 at 0057 check. 6060, July 16 at 0055, RHC is in French! // synchronized with 5040 which is supposed to be the only French frequency, with 6060 in Spanish. 6060 is still on the wrong program feed circuit at 0112 check, now in English! synchro with 6000, 6165; but 6060 has SAH from Iran and LAH from Brasil; all the others are properly in Spanish: 6070, 9810, 11670, 11760, 11840, 13740, 15230 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** GREECE. 9935, July 16 at 0100, ERT Open with Greek music, VG // 9420 but // 15630 is VP tonight. Next check at 0547, 15630 is now better // 9420, and no third frequency found, playing, what else? ` Ring of Fire ` by Johnny Cash in English (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MEXICO. 710-, July 16 around 0545 UT, tell-tale het again from XEDP Ciudad Cuauhtémoc, Chihuahua, which jumps on and off frequency from one night to the next. I haven ` t yet noted whether it is a strict alternation (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MEXICO. Sporadic E analog TVDX started coming in just as I was completing the last report: July 15, UT: 1553 on 2, antenna south, weak video, guys talking 1616 on 2, aiming NE since 6m maps show opening up there, but I hear Spanish, so back to SSW for much more signal, also CCI on 4 1625 on 4, Televisa-2 promo for Cantinflas movie on Saturday afternoon; seems more S than SW so not XHBS Los Mochis? 1632 on 2, CRASH TEST DUMMY lettering on screen --- no wonder they say it in English; in studio interview from Azteca-13 1633 on 4, Televisa-2 again star bug in LR, studio talk show 1640 on 2, Azteca-13 mentions ` Siempre Acapulco ` , name of novela 1645 opening fades out (and no sign of any more Es for the next 23 hours at least) (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** PERU. 5980, July 16 at 0056, R. Chaski carrier, some modulation until cutoff at 0117:13.5* which is 5 seconds later than yesterday but 12 seconds later than ante-yesterday (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** ROMANIA. 9520, July 16 at 0107 RRI in Romanian with constant CCI underneath while // 7335 is in the clear. The CCI is Gospel for Asia, eastward from GERMANY at 0030-0130, when they manage to cram in 18 languages during the week, including Sindhi during this quarter-hour Wednesdays, per Aoki (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SRI LANKA. 11905, July 16 at 0115, usual SLBC lead-in music, into timesignal of 2 lo pips, 1 hi, ending at 0115:18.5, poor signal but a little better than usual lately (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 12105, July 16 at 0052, very poor signal in Russian, so WTWW-3 is on but underpowered? for post-midnite in Moscow, and also seems undermodulated; other transmitters on 9475 and 5085 are VG (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 5050, July 16 at 0059, WWRB with BS, and 3185 open carrier; or was it? recheck 0105 it ` s the Tourette gospel huxter who explodes between long pauses to build up steam (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A [and non]. 9955, July 16 at 0100, WRMI is completely obliterated by wall-of-noise jamming; by 0115 it has diminished a bit and now can hear some Miami music, i.e. ` Trova Libre ` , the only Cubanish program during this timeslot, but it ` s more musical than political. The heavy jamming before 0100 hits R. Slovakia International, weekdays in English at 0030 UT Tue-Sat. Looks like the DentroCuban Jamming Command still hasn`t adjusted for DST, as Radio Libertad is now at 23-24 instead of 00-01. BTW, 9955 program schedule grid has just been updated as of July 15: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AivhtkIEGb3_4iENOibnZMkt1YmTUFxkbkd3TGNzOXC&hl=en#gid=0
I don`t see any major changes but I notice that the weekly from Cyprus, EU News Network, now has some more airings: Wed 0415, 1300, Thu 0145, Sun 0400 (and Jeff told me it would also be on 15770 Wed 2100). I listened to the 1300 Wed airing before WOR, and must say it`s chock-full of news about European events, well-done. They announced the 15770 airing, but not the Sun 0400, too new (Glenn Hauser, OK DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1729 monitoring: confirmed on WRMI 9955, Wednesday July 16 at 1315 --- fair signal and clear of any QRM, no jamming; unlike before 1300 during Wavescan, which still has annoying off-frequency Chinese from France via TAIWAN, despite there being some open channels available nearby. This started more than a month ago, at 11-13 UT, also damaging the Tue 1100 airing of WOR. Next: Wednesday 2100 on WBCQ 7490v We expect to have WOR 1730 ready for first airing:

Asociacion Diexman Uruguay
Los huracanes traen consigo vientos destructivos, lluvias torrenciales, inundaciones y tornados. Una sonda tormenta puede causar estragos en poblaciones costeras e interiores y en espacios naturales en cientos de kilómetros cuadrados. Pero, ¿qué es un huracán? Es uno de los más devastadores fenómenos meteorológicos ya que son capaces de destruir grandes superficies y territorios alcanzando velocidades que pueden superar los 250 km/h. Las causas de los huracanes son muy variadas y de procedencia distinta. Existen numerosos factores que influyen en la aparición de los huracanes, desde los fenómenos meteorológicos, pasando por las regiones en las que se originan, hasta la propia estructura del huracán. Además muchos de nosotros seguramente no conocíamos todo el vocabulario necesario para entender su funcionamiento, por lo que necesitaremos un glosario de referencia.

Este fenómeno se forma a partir de sistemas de bajas presiones con actividad lluviosa y eléctrica. Los huracanes tienen distintos nombres según la zona o la región en la que se producen. Así se le llama ciclón en la Cuenca del Caribe, tifón en el Océano Índico y mar de Japón, baguío en Filipinas y willy-willy en Australia.

También puede recibir nombres distintos atendiendo a la velocidad a la que se produce:
- Depresión Tropical: son vientos cuya velocidad máxima a nivel del mar es inferior o igual a 62 km/h.
- Tormenta tropical: cíclo tropical de núcleo caliente, cuyo viento máximo a nivel del mar oscila entre los 63 y los 117 km/h.
- Huracán: ciclón tropical de núcleo caliente cuya velocidad media a nivel del mar puede ser de 118 km/h o superior, dependiendo de la categoría del huracán.

Existen una serie de causas y de disposiciones favorables para que se produzcan estos huracanes. Así, en aguas cálidas del trópico suelen formarse sistemas de baja presión y ondas tropicales. Podemos decir que existen 5 factores fundamentales que deben estar presentes para que se dé un huracán:

- Un disturbio atmosférico preexistente en el que se incluyan tormentas.
- Temperaturas oceánicas cálidas, al menos 26 °C, desde la superficie del mar hasta 15 metros por debajo de ésta. A esa temperatura, el agua del océano se está evaporando al nivel acelerado requerido para que se forme el huracán. Es ese proceso de evaporación y la condensación eventual del vapor de agua en forma de nubes, el que libera la energía que le da la fuerza al sistema tormentoso para generar vientos fuertes y lluvia.
- Viento: vientos débiles en los niveles altos de la atmósfera que no puedan detener el desarrollo de los ciclones.
- Temperatura: al menos 26 °C, desde la superficie del océano hasta 15 metros por debajo de ésta. A esa temperatura, el agua del océano se está evaporando al nivel acelerado requerido para que se forme el huracán. Es ese proceso de evaporación y la condensación eventual del vapor de agua en forma de nubes, el que libera la energía que le da la fuerza al sistema tormentoso para generar vientos fuertes y lluvia.
- Humedad: el huracán necesita la energía de evaporación como combustible y para ello tiene que haber mucha humedad. La humedad se da con mayor facilidad sobre el mar, de modo que su avance e incremento en energía ocurre allí más fácilmente, debilitándose en cambio al llegar a tierra firme.

Regiones de huracanes

A partir de los factores que hemos visto, los huracanes se forman en unas zonas determinadas del mundo. Así como existe la Cuenca del Atlántico podemos encontrar otras 6 cuencas o áreas en las que se forman ciclones tropicales. Las personas que viven en estas áreas deben ser precavidas y saber qué hacer en caso de huracán. A nivel mundial, la formación de tormentas tropicales se produce en verano, cuando la temperatura del agua es mayor, pero cada zona tiene su propio patrón de temporada.

Norte de la Cuenca del Atlántico. Está compuesta por el océano Atlántico, el golfo de México y el mar Caribe. Es el lugar donde surgen los huracanes que afectan ocasionalmente a Costa Rica. Esta cuenca ha sido testigo de algunos huracanes famosos como Gilbert, Mitch o Katrina, que se han retirado de las listas de nombres de huracanes para que no se repitan en los huracanes del futuro. Las zonas de formación de depresiones tropicales en la Cuenca del Atlántico cambian con respecto al mes del año y varía mucho de una temporada a otra, oscilando entre una y veinte al año, con una media general de 10. A veces esta media es superada ampliamente, como en la temporada de huracanes del 2005, que se registraron 28. La temporada aquí va del 1 de junio al 30 de noviembre.

Noreste de la Cuenca del Pacífico: Es la segunda región más activa del mundo y la más densa (mayor número de tormentas en una región más pequeña del océano). Las tormentas aquí pueden afectar a México, Hawai. El Centro Nacional de Huracanes establece la temporada del 15 de mayo al 30 de noviembre.

Noroeste de la Cuenca del Pacífico: es el lugar donde más huracanes se forman, en comparación con el resto del planeta, con un promedio de 26 tormentas tropicales y 15 tifones al año. Las islas Filipinas son afectadas por ciclones tropicales más que cualquier otro país en el mundo. Se producen tifones prácticamente durante todo el año, por lo que no existe una temporada oficialmente establecida.

Norte del océano Índico: (incluyendo la bahía de Bengala y el mar de Arabia): al contrario que el anterior, esta es la zona donde se forman el menor número de ciclones tropicales (5-6 tormentas y 2-3 ciclones), sin embargo pueden ocasionar gran destrucción cuando hacen impacto en lugares como Bangladesh, causando miles de muertes. Se cree que un ciclón que impactó Bangladesh en 1970 mató por lo menos 500.000 personas, convirtiéndose en uno de los peores huracanes de la historia y en el más mortífero. En esta zona se produce un doble pico de actividad en mayo y en noviembre, aunque se producen ciclones tropicales desde abril hasta diciembre.
Su Oriente del océano Índico (de África a 100° este): es una zona poco documentada puesto que apenas existen datos sobre ella. La actividad tropical producida aquí afecta a Mozambique, Madagascar, Islas Mauricio y Kenia.

Su Oeste de la cuenca indo/australiana (100° E-142°E) Esta cuenca y la anterior tienen ciclos anuales de huracanes muy similares, comenzando a finales de octubre principios de noviembre, alcanzando dos picos de actividad (a mediados de febrero y a mediados de enero) y terminando en mayo.

Cuenca australiana/suroeste del Pacífico (142°E-120°O): Aquí la actividad empieza a finales de octubre, principios de noviembre, llega al máximo a finales de febrero principios de marzo y desaparece a principios de mayo.

Estructura de un huracán
Las partes más importantes de un huracán son el ojo, la pared del ojo y las bandas de lluvia en espiral.

El ojo: Es un área de relativa calma en el centro de un huracán, se extiende desde el nivel del mar hasta niveles altos de la atmósfera y está rodeado por una pared de cúmulo-nimbos. En el interior del ojo no hay nubes debido a que prevalecen los movimientos descendentes (subsidencia). Este descono el aire genera altas temperaturas y una disminución de la humedad relativa. Hasta aquí llegan los Cazadores de Huracanes para tomar datos del huracán.

La pared del ojo: Es la densa pared de cúmulo-nimbos que rodea al ojo. Allí se encuentran dos fuerzas opuestas: la fuerza del aire que se mueve hacia el centro y la fuerza centrífuga, hacia afuera. En la pared del ojo se registran los vientos más intensos y allí se originan los tornadoes. Las bandas de lluvia en espiral. Las bandas de lluvia externas del huracán pueden extenderse a varios cientos de kilómetros del centro. Estas densas bandas de cúmulo-nimbos, que rotan lentamente en espiral en sentido opuesto al de las agujas del reloj en el hemisferio norte, pueden medir de unos pocos kilómetros a decenas de kilómetros de ancho y de 80 a más de 450 km de longitud.

Terminología de huracanes
Para poder entender mejor todo lo que se refiere a los huracanes es conveniente que demos un repaso a algunas palabras importantes que nos vamos a encontrar.

Ciclón: denominación de huracán en el Océano Índico.

DHS (Department of Homeland Security) se trata de un departamento de seguridad americano que actúa ante fenómenos naturales, sociales, económicos...que afecten al orden de la sociedad. Es el Departamento de Seguridad Nacional de los Estados Unidos. Se encarga de las emergencias y desastres, de la inmigración y fronteras, investigación y tecnología y amenazas y protección entre otros asuntos.

Depresión tropical: es un sistema de baja presión que gira en dirección oeste-noroeste a una velocidad de 2 a 7 km/h. En la superficie tierra, es conocido como huracán o ciclón.

Deslaves: cualquier combinación de materiales tales como rocas, lodo, árboles, ramas y otros objetos que son movidos y depositados por la creciente acción de la lluvia.

Efecto invernadero: aumento de la temperatura de un planeta provocado por el calor solar retenido por los gases en la atmósfera, como así lo hacen los vidrios de un invernadero. Los "gases del efecto invernadero" más eficientes son el vapor de agua y el dióxido de carbono. Gracias a este efecto invernadero moderado hay vida sobre la Tierra.

Efecto invernadero: aumento de la temperatura de un planeta provocado por el calor solar retenido por los gases en la atmósfera, como así lo hacen los vidrios de un invernadero. Los "gases del efecto invernadero" más eficientes son el vapor de agua y el dióxido de carbono. Gracias a este efecto invernadero moderado hay vida sobre la Tierra. El efecto invernadero descontrolado provoca grandes desajustes climáticos en el planeta y es causante de múltiples desastres naturales.

Escala de Saffir-Simpson: la escala Saffir-Simpson define y clasifica la categoría de un huracán en función de la velocidad de los vientos del mismo. Va desde la categoría 1 que es la menos intensa a la categoría 5 que es la más destructiva.


Halon: el halon es una sustancia que se usa en algunos extintores y que es excelente en caso de fuegos eléctricos, adecuados para fuegos de clase B (tales como nafta, querosenos, aceites...) y aceptables para fuegos de clase A (fuegos en maderas, papel, telas, gomas...) y C (producido por gases y fuegos eléctricos).

Hurricane Hunters: escuadrón de reconocimiento meteorológico de las Fuerzas Aéreas (Air Force) de USA.

Huracán: gran perturbación que se produce en regiones tropicales de la atmósfera donde las aguas del océano son relativamente cálidas (temperatura alrededor de 26°C). Se caracteriza por un gran centro de baja presión, en torno al cual el aire gira a gran velocidad abarcando una extensión de varios cientos de kilómetros.

Meteorología: ciencia encargada del estudio de la atmósfera, de sus propiedades y de los fenómenos que en ella tienen lugar. El estudio de la atmósfera se basa en el conocimiento de una serie de magnitudes o variables meteorológicas como la temperatura o la presión atmosférica. Meteorólogo: científico encargado del estudio de la meteorología, es decir, de la atmósfera y los fenómenos que tienen lugar en ella.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA): Administración Nacional Oceánica y Atmosférica de USA fundada en 1970. Ofrece abundante información en varias secciones, entre las que se encuentra la predicción de mareas, mapas, biblioteca fotográfica, bases de datos.

NHC. National Hurricane Center: Centro Nacional de USA dedicado al estudio de los huracanes. Forma parte del NOAA.

NWS. National Weather Service: Centro Nacional de USA dedicado a la climatología. Forma parte del NOAA. Suministra información sobre cualquier incidencia climatológica en el territorio de los USA, incluyendo detallados partes locales.

Onda tropical: vaguada de baja presión en el flujo de los vientos alisios con movimiento al oeste. Los nublados y la lluvia se observan, por regla general, detrás del eje de la onda.

Oscilación del Sur El Niño: Fenómeno consistente en el calentamiento de las aguas del Pacífico. También llamado ENSO (El Niño-Southern Oscillation) por sus siglas en inglés, ocurre cada 2 a 7 años e influye notablemente en el comportamiento del clima en varios lugares alrededor del mundo. Consta de dos episodios: cálido/El Niño y frío/La Niña. La Niña se define como un descenso de las temperaturas de la superficie del mar del Pacífico.}

Presión atmosférica: la presión atmosférica es el peso del aire sobre la superficie terrestre. La atmósfera pesa a una media de 1013 milíbres (o 1013 hectopascales) al nivel del mar, aproximadamente una tonelada por centímetro cuadrado. Pero cuando el aire está frío desciende, haciendo aumentar la presión y provocando estabilidad. Se forma entonces un anticiclón tórico. Cuando el aire está caliente asciende, haciendo bajar la presión y provocando inestabilidad.

Satélites espaciales meteorológicos: es un satélite diseñado exclusivamente para recepción y transmisión de información meteorológica. Los datos que proporciona son en su mayoría en tiempo real, especialmente imágenes. Existen dos clases de ellos, los geostacionarios y los polar-
Tifón: nombre que reciben los huracanes en las costas del Pacífico Tropical Occidental.

Tormenta tropical: ciclón tropical con vientos máximos sostenidos entre 62 Km./h (34 nudos) y 117 km/h (63 nudos). Cuando llega a este punto el sistema recibe un nombre para poder identificarlo y seguirlo.

Willy-Willy: denominación de los huracanes específica de las costas de Australia.
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** Valter Aguiar  
** DRM


73s, - Valter Aguiar - Curitiba - PR

---

** Associação DX do Brasil  
** As frequências da DW em português para África

Novas frequências de Onda Curta para o período de verão a partir de 30 de março! Saiba como sintonizar a DW através de onda curta:

Leia mais em [www.adxb.com.br](http://www.adxb.com.br)

---

** Glenn Hauser  
** Logs July 16-17, 2014

** CUBA. 6165, July 17 at 2324, RHC Spanish translation of a Brazilian, not / 11670, 11760, 13740 with music; 6165 at 2325 ID as „Mesa Redonda“ breakaway program at 23-24 M-F more or less; on schedule as also on 6000 but not noticed there (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA [and non]. 9955, July 16 at 2319, wall-of-noise jamming including pulsing against R. Libertad on WRMI, of which nothing is audible here, but how about Dentro-Cuba? Yet jamming is almost as heavy at heavy at 0058 July 17 leaving R. Slovakia International in English barely detectable and unreadable (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** MEXICO. Sporadic-E analog TV DX, July 16, UT:

1742 on 2, weak video signal, animation, new Televisa-5 net bug LR

1942 on 2, next check after a break, algo from southwest, with an 01-800 phone number across the bottom (It’s started raining here; for some reason seldom get Es DX when it’s raining; and continues all afternoon for 2.5 inches; at least no thunder for a while, so I can leave the antennas connected.)

2009 on 2, glimpse of FOX on someone’s hand-held mike. So could it be XHRO Matamoros, now with Mundo-Fox?

2012 on 2, ad mentions “el valle”, another clue toward XHRO in El Valle del Rio Bravo, but hardly certain. “ST720” at the top, with an f; 2013 ad for Collegio del Occidente. (Searched later: as the name implies, there are several of these in Sinaloa, Sonora); 2014 program “Barra Deportiva”, and Grupo Pacifico circle 2 bug in upper right, so XHI Ciudad Obregón, Sonora or one of its clones

2028 on 2, CCI is now heavier

2039 on 2, gala swirl bug in LR among CCI, i.e. Televisa-9 net

2040 on 2, now there’s an f bug in LR, i.e. Televisa-4 net

2104 on 4, Azteca-13 bug in UR; at times it vaporizes, resumes

2111 on 4, Azteca-13 is VG now with novela; while 2 with Gala has CCI

2145 on 4, Hermosillo addresses visible in ads; 2147 snow-free

2147 on 2, music show with Tu Canal bug in UR = XEPM Juárez

2213 on 2, movie from Tu Canal

2218 on 2, Gala with promo(?) for Las Noticias por Adentro, so Hermosillo? Mixed with CCI from Tu Canal movie

2219 on 2, Gala TV promo for „Pasillo TV” show at 4 pm

2227 on 2, Gala with less CCI

2232 on 2, video from one, audio from the other

2248 thunder starts and opening fades out by 2300, so about to close down here

2304 on 2, brief resurgence of algo

2338 on 2, TV back on, Gala swirl in LR, poor, nothing more.

Recapping, this setup is getting to be familiar: XEPM Juárez on 2 in same direcion as Hermosillo XHMMA on 2 with Gala; Hermosillo XHHSS on 4 with Azteca 13 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** PERU. 5980, July 17 at 0059, JBA carrier, much weaker than usual and a strain to hear it, but it does cut off at 0117:18.5*, which is 5 seconds later than yesterday (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
** SRI LANKA. 11905, July 17 at 0115, SLBC with improved signal in musical prélude, mistimesignal right on time ending at 0115:18.5 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** THAILAND. 15590, July 17 at 0107, poor signal in Thai from HSK9`s puny North American service direct, when they could have been inbooming via Greenville; better than the usual zero signal I get. OOFSOB == one of few stations on band (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1729 monitoring: confirmed on webcast of WBCQ, 7490, Wednesday July 16 after 2100. WORLD OF RADIO 1730: ready for first airing:
- UT Thursday 0330 on WRMI 9955
- Thursday 1230 on WRMI 9955
- Thursday 2100 on WBCQ 7490v
- UT Friday 0330v on WWRB 3185 (and/or 5050?)
- Saturday 0630 & 1430 on Hamburger Lokalradio 7265-CUSB
- UT Sunday 0030 on WRMI 9495 (may be 1729)
- UT Sunday 0130 on KVOM 9975
- UT Monday 0300v on Area 51 via WBCQ 5110v-CUSB
- Tuesday 1100 on WRMI 9955
- Wednesday 0630 & 1430 on Hamburger Lokalradio 7265-CUSB
- Wednesday 1315 on WRMI 9955
- Wednesday 2100 on WBCQ 7490
 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 12105, July 16 at 2316, WTWW-3 still in Yoruba after midnight in Nigeria; only fair signal instead of usual bigsig. On low power or is it propagation? Generally below normal today (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

UNIDENTIFIED. 13570, July 17 at 0120, JBA carrier seems with music; certainly not WINB long gone from here; could be 2 x 6785 if a pirate like Old Time Radio be there, but not so heard; or some mixing product; or overload (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

---

** New Zealand Radio DX League

** Remember “The Woodpecker”?

No, not the cute feathered woodpecker, but the Russian Over the Horizon Radar which sent it’s incessant and loud rat-a-tat-tat over the shortwave bands. Thanks to Paul Rawdon reporting on DX Dialog, here are some excellent photos of a typical installation.

---

** New Zealand Radio DX League

** Aerial and Earth Systems - By “Starlite”

From the 1948/49 “Lamphouse” Annual

The early pioneers of radio were once faced by a very serious problem. Their crude attempts at transmission were being held up as the range achieved was extremely limited. Someone got the bright idea of suspending a piece of wire in the air. Thus the aerial was born. The earth was the logical conclusion. Radio transmission and reception experiments increased in efficiency. The same holds good today.

Too many people are satisfied that their modern receiver rolls ‘em in with “only a bit of wire dangling down behind the cabinet, y’know!” It would pay them to consider just how much their reception would be improved with a decent aerial and earth attached to the appropriate terminals so thoughtfully supplied by the manufacturer. The manufacturer did not supply aerial and earth connections just to be in the fashion. They are there simply because a good aerial and earth system is necessary to any set, with the exception of portable receivers which are designed and so fitted to operate with their own built-in loop aerial. A satisfactory general-purpose aerial consists of a hundred foot coil of wire . . . single or multi-strand, pure or tinned copper, covered or uncovered . . . three or four insulators, a lead-In tube, a lightning arrester and an earth clamp. The installer uses sufficient wire from the coil to run from the earthing point proper to the appropriate terminal on the receiver. The balance of the wire, usually approximately 80ft. in length, is used for the aerial. The sketch shows a conventional L type aerial suspended between two supports. The average height of the supports should be about 30ft. The connections are shown pictorially.

A water-pipe, provided it makes an early entry into the ground, makes quite a good earth, but if the plumbing system wanders for a few hundred yards around underneath the house, then scrap this idea. Obtain 6ft of pipe, drive it into the ground at the handiest point, leaving a few inches protruding above ground-level, attach the clamp and wire, connect the free end to the set and there you are. Water poured into the pipe in dry weather moistens the adjacent ground thus making a better earthing contact. Any earth wire IS NOT insulated. Any lead-in wire is ALWAYS insulated.
Thus the **T** serial aerial is directional to two points 180 degrees apart. A **doublet** aerial is directional to a point broadside to its length.

Any aerial should be free from obstructive elements such as trees, buildings or large metallic objects. I have never lived next door to a gasometer, but I should imagine that things, speaking from the purely radio point of view, would not be too pleasant. As regards doublet aerials, there are many of these on the market, and are principally designed to reduce inter-actional noises, such as interference from commercial machinery or apparatus. The same applies to noise-reducing aerials which are designed to reduce unwanted noises which are introduced by a normal aerial system, the same as doublet aerials. Designers of doublet aerials usually have their eye on the improvement of short-wave reception as well as noise reduction, while other types of noise-reducing aerials follow a normal T or L type, but Include, as in the case of doublet aerials, the usual R.F. transformers at the point of lead-in contact at the aerial proper and also at the receiver end. The T or L noise-reducing aerial, unless otherwise stated, is a general purpose aerial. The lead-in for a doublet aerial is twisted or transposed, while the lead-in for the other type is shielded metallically, and the shield grounded to a separate earth. If a tree or trees support your aerial, one end should be sprung or counterweighted, so that the movement in a breeze is compensated in order that the wire does not snap.

Periodically, your aerial should be lowered and carefully overhauled. The Insulators should be washed with soapy water to remove the grime and any soldered joints critically examined. When erecting your aerial, try to eliminate soldered joints. The lead-in tube should be examined for cracks and other manifestations of deterioration. It should be replaced if it will not pass inspection. The same applies to the lightning arrestor. A faulty arrestor will cause no end of unwanted noise. The earth should also receive the same careful examination, for a corroded connection at the clamp often causes you to think that there is a lot of static about. Careful erection and subsequent attention to your aerial and earth pays dividends. Never share an aerial with another listener.

**MEXICO.** 710-, July 17 at 0548 UT check, XEDP is off-frequency again tonight hetting KCMO on 710.0 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**CUBA.** 12010, July 17 at 1318, RHC`s missing frequency today, while still on 11760, 11860. Next check at 1357, 12010 is on (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**MEXICO.** 6185, July 17 at 0528, XEPPM is still on later than usual 0500*, talking about Michael Jackson and playing some of his music. Until 0530, much more signal from 6175 Vietnam/WHRI than from 6180 Brasil, q.v. (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**MEXICO.** Weak sporadic E is trying to get going July 17, UT:
1548 on 2, fade-in with f bug in LR = Televisa-4 net 1602 on 2, looks like the horoscope show again, traced July 13 at same hour to XHFM, TeleVer in Veracruz 1630 on 2, f bug in LR continues to fade in and out occasionally
** NEW ZEALAND. 11720-11725-11730, July 17 at 0534, DRM noise on what is supposed to be the AM frequency of RNZI! While 11690, the DRM frequency, is open carrier AM; both go off at 0535* as someone must have realized they were reversed. At *0536, the open AM carrier comes up on 11725, and the DRM noise on 11685-11690-11695. 1 kHz(?!) hi-pitched tone starts shortly on 11725, 0537 dead air again, then very lo-pitched tone QR Ming NHK French on 11730. While DRM was on, NHK was totally blocked. 0539 on 11725, tone, dead air, tone again. Recheck at 0543, now 11725 is modulating RNZI as it should be.

Our observations contradict those of Ivo Ivanov, which must be based on only partial monitoring of the time period shown:
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11725</td>
<td>15720</td>
<td>025 kW / 035 deg to All Pacific DRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11690</td>
<td>15720</td>
<td>025 kW / 035 deg to All Pacific AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

He quotes them: ```Expect schedule changes from time to time to take account of propagation to our target audience. Every month on the first and third Wednesday it is Maintenance day at our transmitter site.```

Tim Rahto and Steve Luce also monitored further discrepancies in RNZI frequency usage before and after this hour; Steve in Houston reports: ```The RNZI frequency change at 0458 did not happen, and they are still on 15720 at 0515 with "Checkpoint" program. Apparently having transmitter control problems? Perhaps earlier disappearance wasn't an outage, but on wrong frequency? They switched over to 11725 an hour later than usual at around 0600. I woke up this morning a little before 1200 to find 11725 still active, with a better signal than I usually get out of 9700 as well``` (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 7302-USB and 7305-USB, July 17 at 1307, TWO Air Force MARS nets QR Ming each other (at least on the normal bandwidth of the FRG-7); 7305 with pauses and at 1317 in digital mode. Bothered to copy only two of the calls: at 1320 on 7305-USB, AFA7PQ, apparently the NCS; he`s Frank Miller, with North Central in Nebraska: [http://www.afmars.org/PictureGallery/AFA7PQ.htm](http://www.afmars.org/PictureGallery/AFA7PQ.htm) and at 1321 on 7302-USB, AFA6LP, searched out to Russellville AR (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1730 monitoring: confirmed first airing, UT Thursday July 17 at 0330 on WRMI, 9955 --- but very poor reception. Second airing also confirmed until 1259 July 17 on 9955 --- now good reception, better than usual; the CCI from France via TAIWAN is still detectable as a fast SAH rather than a LAH; it goes off at 1301 after another WRMI program has started. There is also some hum on the WRMI signal both during WOR and the next show. Next:
- Thursday 2100 on WBCQ 7490v
- Friday 0327v on WWRB 3185 (presumably like last weeks, not 5050?)
- Saturday 0630 & 1430 on Hamburger Lokalradio 7265-CUSB
- Sunday 0030 on WRCI 9495 (may be 1729 instead)
- Sunday 0130 on KVSH 9975
- Monday 0300v on Area 51 via WBCQ 5110v-CUSB, etc.
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 750, July 17 at 0548 UT, Spanish mixing with WSB, so KAMA El Paso still out of whack (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

---

Alokesh Gupta

**SWRA shortwave broadcasts to end on 18th July**

SWRA shortwave broadcasts to end Gerry Jackson, SW Radio Africa, 17th July 2014

It is with regret that SW Radio Africa announces that after 13 years, our shortwave broadcasts are to end on Friday 18th July. You have welcomed us into your homes since our first shortwave broadcast on 19th December 2001. Our broadcasts will continue on our website, via Channel Zim through TV decoders, and by various other forms of new media.


Alokesh Gupta - New Delhi

---

Yimber Gaviria

**Zimbabwe: SWRA shortwave broadcasts to end | Noticias de la Radio**

http://yimber-gaviria.blogspot.com/2014/07/zimbabwe-swra-shortwave-broadcasts-to.html

It is with regret that SW Radio Africa announces that after 13 years, our shortwave broadcasts are to end on Friday 18th July.
Glenn Hauser
Logs July 16-18, 2014

** ALBANIA. 9845, July 18 at 0125 and still 0130, no signal from R. Tirana. Finally cuts on the air at *0131:22, joining English program in progress; poor-fair (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** BRAZIL. 11780, July 18 at 0107, RNA is back on tonight, and splattering out to 11800, probably to 11760 except blocked by RHC, but no spurs at 30 kHz multiples. Still overmodulated. Also active on 6180 and 5990 at this time (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. Correxion: date of this log was July 16, not July 17, fixed:
6165, July 16 at 2324, RHC Spanish translation of a Brazilian, not // 11670, 11760, 13740 with music; 6165 at 2325 ID as `Mesa Redonda` breakaway program at 23-24 M-F more or less; on schedule as also on 6000 but not noticed there (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** CUBA. 6070, July 18 at 0104, RHC´s missing frequency tonight; but who needs it with 6060 nearby and several others? Too bad CFRX is still AWOL.
5010+, July 18 at 0118, JBA carrier slightly on hi side, not an image from 5910 Colombia which doesn´t have the same offset; presumably the 5040 over 5025 Cuban leapfrog (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** NORTH AMERICA. 6924.36-AM approx., July 18 at 0114, JBA pirate music; (BTW, in such an extreme case, I find the DX-398 is more sensitive than the PL-880 with the same random wire antenna clipped onto each in alternation.) It`s slightly stronger at 0127. This post http://freeradiocafe.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4697 allegedly from the UK says it was R. Free Whatever on 6924.44
Some more logs of it: http://www hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,17719.0.html
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** NORTH AMERICA. 6933-USB, July 18 at 0130, must have just come on, very strong pirate music, sufficient on the PL-880 with whip only, incomparably better than RFW on 6924+. 0132 plays `Dang Me`, segúes, 0137 `6 Days on the Road`, then `Hello, hello, hello, this is WRR`, Whiskey Redneck Radio, on the air once again --- no reason for being on the air --- and introducing another Dave Dudley tune fer ya.
`Transmitting in the name of the screamin` electron`, `Let`s get it on`, 0141 another song. Rather rough with pauses and clix; can almost hear needle drops, enjoyable music.
This one measured it on 6933.113-USB and put up a Youtube video: http://www hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,17723.0.html
Other logs of it: http://www hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,17720.0.html
These logs say it was on 6933.2-USB: http://freeradiocafe.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=4698
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. 780, July 18 at 0121 UT, KSPI Stillwater is off, well before official sunset; compensating for running their carrier other dates late or all-nite? (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** OKLAHOMA. RF 31 & 32, KXOK-LD Enid: my numerous complaints that there has been *No sound for months* are incorrect! I had found this to be the case on two separate set-top-box converters, and not the case with any other DTV channels they pick up. No, the boxes´ own mute button is not engaged, and anyway if it were, would surely apply to all channels? I have a third STB which I hardly ever use, so July 18 at 0100 UT I try it too, and voilà, there is sound on these channels, yet back to the first two and they are still silent. Maybe rescanning them would fix the problem, but I have a bunch of local and DX channels saved I really don´t want to get deleted since they are not coming in all the time. I still suspect KXOK transmission somehow caused this since the sound disappeared independently on two STBs but not on the third (they are all Zenith 900/901) which had been out of use. Anyone else with such DTV/STB experiences? There may have been a time I accidentally hit autotuning instead of manual on the setup menu, but got out of it ASAP and no damage seemed to have been done (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** PERU. 5980, July 18 at 0101, BA carrier from R. Chaski until cutoff at 0117:24* which is 5.5 seconds later than yesterday (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** SRI LANKA. 11905, July 18 at 0114:49 musical prélude starts from SLBC, 2+1 mistimesignal ends at 0115:18; very poor (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. WORLD OF RADIO 1730 monitoring: confirmed on WBCQ webcast, Thursday July 17 after 2100, but inaudible here on 7490. Also confirmed on WWRB, once again 3185 while 5050 is BSing; previous preacher stops and after a respectful pause, WOR 1730 playback starts about 0328 UT July 18, initially blasting in overmodulated until turned down. Sure wish we were on somestation in North America sometime on Fridays/UT Saturdays while still fresher; Next:
Saturday 0630 & 1430 on Hamburger Lokalradio 7265-CUSB
UT Sunday 0030 on WRMI 9495 (maybe 1729 instead)
UT Sunday 0130 on KVOK 9975
UT Monday 0300v on Area 51 via WBCQ 5110v-CUSB, etc.
BTW, our podcast via RMRC is currently down, but Stephen Cooper has set up an alternative: http://shortwave.am/wor.xml
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
New Zealand Radio DX League
SWRA shortwave broadcasts to end

Gerry Jackson - SW Radio Africa - 17th July 2014

It is with regret that SW Radio Africa announces that after 13 years, our shortwave broadcasts are to end on Friday 18th July. You have welcomed us into your homes since our first shortwave broadcast on 19th December 2001. Our broadcasts will continue on our website, via Channel Zim through TV decoders, and by various other forms of new media.

We know how much these shortwave broadcasts have meant to our listeners in more remote areas who have so little access to news and information, and we sincerely regret that we will no longer be able to provide this service. We would like to thank our listeners who have been such loyal supporters for so many years and also for their willingness to share the stories of their lives with us on our Callback program. This has allowed people all over the world to have a better understanding of the many crises that Zimbabweans continue to face. We can only hope that one day, sooner rather than later, there is real media freedom that allows Zimbabweans, wherever they are in the country, easy access to what is a basic human right – freedom of information and expression.

We want to hear your thoughts and opinions, so leave us your comments on news@swradioafrica.com or Facebook. You can also join the conversation on Twitter by tweeting us using #Zim2013.

---

Dino Bloise
Frecuencia al Día


- Escúchanos 24/7, 365 días desde: www.programasdx.com/frecuenciaalDia.htm

Además los siguientes temas: Frecuencia Análisis: Las noticias más importantes sobre telecomunicaciones y tecnología*** Francisco Páez EA7BUQ: Boletín DX del Mundo de la Radioafición*** Gustavo Luna: Perú plantea la incorporación de la radiodifusión para sistema de alerta temprana*** Miguel Ángel Reyes: Classic -FM 99.1*** El Informe DX con Luis Gerardo Loyola.

- Escúchanos cualquier día, a cualquier hora haciendo click en nuestra página web de Programas DX: www.programasdx.com/frecuenciaalDia.htm

-Síguenos en Facebook: http://on.fb.me/10CW1N4 -Twitter: @FrecuenciaAlDia -Nuestro correo electrónico: frecuenciaaldia@hotmail.com

Copyright 2014 Frecuencia Al Día / Dino Bloise.

Este mensaje es enviado por DINO BLOISE. Con respeto a las leyes nacionales e internacionales las cuales nos rigen y siendo respetuosos con la privacidad de su persona, este correo puede ser removido enviando un mensaje “Cancelar Suscripción” al correo frecuenciaaldia[a]hotmail.com. Este envío no es considerado Spam, mientras se incluya la forma de ser removido. Tu espacio de los viernes.

---

Sergio Chermont
Venta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Livros sobre radio e antenas</th>
<th>Autor</th>
<th>Ano</th>
<th>Valor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical Antenna Handbook</td>
<td>Joseph J. Carr</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>R$ 90,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving Antenna Handbook</td>
<td>Joe Carr</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>R$ 80,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Electron Al Superheterodino</td>
<td>Alfredo Borque</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>R$ 60,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams</td>
<td>James Whitson</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>R$ 40,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curso Superior de Servicio de Radio</td>
<td>Leonardo C Lane</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>R$ 50,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Servicing</td>
<td>Abraham Marcus</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>R$ 80,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passport to the World Band Radio</td>
<td>International Broadcasting Services</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>R$ 60,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Radio amateurs handbook ARRL</td>
<td></td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>R$ 80,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortwave Listening Guidebook</td>
<td>Harry L. Helms</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>R$70,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Low Cost Wire Antenna s</td>
<td>William Orr</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>R$ 50,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aprenda Radio</td>
<td></td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>R$25,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual de Valvulas y Reemplazos Con Su...</td>
<td>Egon Strauss</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>R$ 70,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amigos estos livros utilíssimos para quem lida com radio, estão a venda!. Por favor os interessados em algum deles mandem seus CEPs para que possa ser calculado o frete pelos Correios. Contato - sergichermont@gmail.com

Abraços - E boas escutas - Sergio

---

Migdiel Cruz
Sitio para compartir historias testimoniales o de experiencias

Creo que se nos ha olvidado un sitio que se creo para compartir historias testimoniales o de experiencias en el Dixismo mexicano, ojalá reactivemos esto: http://grupodxmexico.blogspot.mx/2009/09/carlos-jimenez.html

---

Asociacion Dixeman Uruguay
**BRAZIL.** 11780, July 18 at 0559, RNA is distorted but no spurs audible, with ID for its 300 kW on 980 MW. Aoki shows 360 degrees as azimuth on 11780, presumably meaning due north rather than non-directional; but Wolfgang Büschel says it`s 310 degrees (source?) which is right toward us, making us also the worst victims of its overmodulation/spash/spurs (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**BRAZIL [and non].** 11735, July 18 at 1036, Brazuguese promo for Bíblias with phone number, free ones? About equal level and zero-beat with music from North Korea // 11710. 1037 mentions Transmundial more than once, and also www.transmundial.com.br; 1038 into YL DJ. I never hear R. Transmundial in the evenings; must sign off earlier despite Aoki listing 0800-0200. WRTH 2014 attempts to show hours for only a handful of ZY SW stations, not including this one. Unavoidably awake, now at 1040 I find these others active on 25m: 11780, 11855, 11915; not 11765 or 11925; and maybe 11815 under NHK (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**CHINA.** 16500, looking for non-Firedrake music concert again July 18 as heard yesterday: nothing, at 1230, 1316, 1433 checks.

16920, July 18 at 1354, CNR1 jammer, poor signal; and no others audible 11-19 MHz except the usual 11 & 15 MHz inbanders (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**CUBA.** 15340 and 11860 are today`s missing RHC frequencies, checked at 1307 and 1344 UT; while still on are: 17730, 17580, 15370, 15230, 12010, 11760, 9820, 9550; is that enough? Lacking 15340 means the leaftrots are also AWOL from 15310, 15400 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**MALAYSIA.** 9835, July 18 at 1255, pop music, Sarawak FM mentioned, 1300 into RTM news, `berita` with lengthy musical intro, mentions `tragedy` with a hard-g. Was not // weaker 11665 before hoptout, the Wai FM service, but joined for the news, altho out of synch with 9835 a few syllables behind 11665. 1311 back to music and ads on 9835. No dirges in the music here; after all, only a fraxion of the vic

**NEW ZEALAND.** 11725, July 18 at 0556, RNZI seems back to normal tonite in AM --- but the DRM on 11685-11690-11695 is absent. Nor is it departed Amsterdam at 1019 UT, ETA 2147 for a duration of 11 hours and 28 minutes. The previous flight by 9MMRA on July 16 took 11 hours and 30 minutes, so avoiding Ukraine is expected to make very little difference in flight time. We`ll have to recheck when it really lands (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

**OKLAHOMA.** We enjoy lunching occasionally at Enid`s best Chinese fast-food, Jiang Yuan, but have to forego listening to KOSU on our portables, since it`s on the north side of a strip mall, apparently inside a Faraday cage with very little FM reception possible. Nevertheless on July 17 circa 1830 UT I tuned around to see what I could get, like maybe Kansas stations to the north, and was surprised to find on 89.7 the news, altho out of synch with 9835 a few syllables behind.

25

Asociacion Diexman Uruguay
** SUDAN [non]. 11650, July 18 at 0556, R. Dabanga with multiple sung IDs (more SW stations should do this!), and announceme

** TAIWAN. 9735, July 18 at 1024, thought I heard `phat-thanh`` mentioned so figured it was Vietnamese, but listed in Aoki as Cantonese from RTI Tainan site until 1030, then Hakka. Also with low audible heterodyne, and Taiwan is renowned for operating off-frequency, but nothing else listed for it to beat against (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U K [and non]. 13580, July 18 at 0601, BBCWS news with VG signal // weaker 15105. This explains it: HFCC shows 13580 at 06-08 is 250 kW, 315 degrees from MADAGASCAR, also USward; too bad it`s in our nightmiddle. 15105 is Woofferton UK at 06-07, 250 kW at 158 degrees, backwards to here (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** U S A. 5202-USB, July 18 at 1356, digital mode, then voice from AAR6IA, closing down the net at 1357*. It`s Texas Army MARS, and he is Tom Morton, per this document picturing him on page 5, the guy in khaki in the middle: [https://www.txarmymars.org/downloads/2011-TxEmergMgmtConf.pdf](https://www.txarmymars.org/downloads/2011-TxEmergMgmtConf.pdf)

** U S A. 9955, July 18 at 1250, during AWR Wavescan on WRMI, Jerry Plummer of WWCR at NASB in May mentions that they had to get off an OOB frequency immediately due to an interference complaint from St Petersburg, Russia. Presumably a utility/military, accounting for the abrupt shift from 15825 to 15795 on May 19, but only in the 09-13 period, which happens to include some Russian. 9955 still has CCI from Taiwan until 1300 (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

** UNIDENTIFIED. 4790-, July 18 circa 0600 and again at 1030 check, open carrier slightly on the lo side, vs CODAR swishes; also with some hum. Suspect R. Visión, Chiclayo, Perú, Aoki-listed as 500 watts, 24 hours, known to have transmission problems. But nothing much else audible from S America. Not the other 4790, R. Nueva Atlántida, Iquitos, which is long-defunct but still in Aoki (Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)

---

** Joviniano Furtado Neto Escuchas

17JUL As 0250 UTC, 12/07 sintonizei em 5990 kHz uma emissora transmitindo a programação da RNA, px Eu de cá você de lá, com sinpo 45333, seria a Rádio Senado?.

Sintonizei ainda a REE nas frequências 6125, 9535 e 9625, as 0300 UTC, 11/07, com rx diversas em SS, sinpo 45443. Tava muito boa a propagação. Utilizei o Degen 1103 com antena dipolo meia banda sete MHz e os ditos fones de ouvidos Smart cd 750 e o Philips sbchl 140.

73, Joviniano Furtado Neto/PW8001SWL - Alta Floresta d’ Oeste - RO.

---

** Manuel Méndez Escuchas

** AUSTRALIA


4910  VL8T, Tennant Creek, NT, 2132-2145, 12-07, English, news. // 4835 and 5025. 24322. (Méndez)

5025  VL8K, Katherine, NT, *2130-2141, 12-07, English, "ABC news", news. 24322. (Méndez)

** BOLIVIA

5952.5  Radio Pio XII, Siglo XX, 2336-2345, 12-07, Spanish, comments. 14321. (Méndez)

** BRAZIL

4905  Radio Relógio Federal, Rio de Janeiro, 0532-0545, 11-07, Portuguese, comments. (Méndez)

4925  Radio Educaçao Rural, Tefé, 2329-2342, 12-07, Portuguese, comments. 14321. (Méndez)

5970  Radio Itatiaia, Belo Horizonte, 0533-0545, 13-07, Portuguese, comments. Very weak. 13321. (Méndez)

6180  Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, 2118-2125, 08-07, soccer, Brazil vs Germany, World Cup, // with 11780. 24322. (Méndez)

9820  Radio 9 de Julho, Sao Paulo, 0558-0612, 13-07, religious program "Santuario Nacional", "Com a Mae Aparecida", comments and songs. 24322. (Méndez)

11780  Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, 2040-2120, 08-07, soccer, "5 horas y 46 minutos, Alemania-Brasil, goleada". 24322. (Méndez)

** GUATEMALA

4055  Radio Verdad, Chiquimula, 0540-0607*, 13-07, English, religious songs, comments, identification in various languages, anthem and close down. 14321. (Méndez)

** MALI

5995  Radio Mali, Bamako, 0512-0535, 10-07, Vernacular songs. 24322. (Méndez)

9635  Radio Mali, Bamako, 0830-0850, 12-07, French, comments. 14321.

** MEXICO


** UGANDA

4976  Radio Uganda, Kampala, 1848-1905, 12-07, Vernacular music, English, comments. 24322. (Méndez)
Dear DX-friends, Just a few loggings here in the summer heat in Skovlunde. Receiver AOR - AR7030PLUS with 28 metres of longwire.

702.00  MW 1850-2140 D 13.07 NDR Info, Flensburg (5 kW) German ann traditional Argentine folk music, 1900 "Fussball Weltmeisterschaft Finale in Rio de Janeiro", Argentina v Germany which Germany won at 2127 with a goal from Mario Götze. Congratulations to Germany! Until 2010 (sunset in Skovlunde) good reception 45444, but after 43433 with QRM (Ramadan Call to Prayer) from an Arab station. AP-DNK 4975.98 1850-2100 UGA 8+9.07 UBC R, Kampala English and vernacular ann, African songs. Nothing on 7195. 35233 AP-DNK 11735.02 2040-2100* TZA 07.07 Zanzibar Broadcasting Corp., Dole Swahili talk, childrens choir, 2059 closing ann mentioning Ramadan, abrupt s/off 45444 AP-DNK

QSL Radio Castellon 1521 KHz - Calle Moyano 5 entresuelo - 12002 Castellon - Spagna con QSL e adesivo allegati. Si 1 IRC. I dati dell' ascolto sono totalmente sbagliati.

www.playdx.com  www.bclnews.it  - Roberto Pavanello
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www.playdx.com  www.bclnews.it  - Roberto Pavanello

Anker Petersen

Dear DX-friends, Just a few loggings here in the summer heat in Skovlunde. Receiver AOR - AR7030PLUS with 28 metres of longwire.

702.00  MW 1850-2140 D 13.07 NDR Info, Flensburg (5 kW) German ann traditional Argentine folk music, 1900 "Fussball Weltmeisterschaft Finale in Rio de Janeiro", Argentina v Germany which Germany won at 2127 with a goal from Mario Götze. Congratulations to Germany! Until 2010 (sunset in Skovlunde) good reception 45444, but after 43433 with QRM (Ramadan Call to Prayer) from an Arab station. AP-DNK 4975.98 1850-2100 UGA 8+9.07 UBC R, Kampala English and vernacular ann, African songs. Nothing on 7195. 35233 AP-DNK 11735.02 2040-2100* TZA 07.07 Zanzibar Broadcasting Corp., Dole Swahili talk, childrens choir, 2059 closing ann mentioning Ramadan, abrupt s/off 45444 AP-DNK

QSL Radio Castellon 1521 KHz - Calle Moyano 5 entresuelo - 12002 Castellon - Spagna con QSL e adesivo allegati. Si 1 IRC. I dati dell' ascolto sono totalmente sbagliati.
**CHILE**

1490  LA NUEVA MEXICANA RADIO. 14/7 0541 UT. Ex-Radio Canelo de Nos. Rancheras e id de la emisora. SINFO: 34533 con fading permanente y QRM de otra emisora sin ID.

**PERU**

700  RED RADIO INTEGRIDAD 14/7 0518 UT. Lectura de un salmo y música instrumental. SINFO: 43543

Claudio Galaz - Rx: TECSUN PL-660  - ANT: Ferrita del RX  - QTH: Ovalle, IV Región, Chile

---

**Miguel Castellino**

Miguel Castellino

Escuchas

Caribbean Beacon en 1610 (tentativo). En un par de oportunidades, la semana pasada, antes de las 01:00 UTC (22.00 LU) se escuchaba bastante una emisora en 1610 que estimo que es Caribbean Beacon. Así se escuchaba el domingo a las 00:45:

http://200.51.93.34/radio2009/cbtentativo.mp3

---

**Jose A. Kucher**

Jose A. Kucher

Escuchas

Escuchas en Lima Perú dia 15-07, receptor Sony 7600GR. Horarios desde las 6 UT, casi todo el dial ocupado por emisoras con musica del altiplano

1040  RADIO COLMUNDO DE BOGOTA
1040  RADIO SPLENDID ECUADOR
1070  RADIO SANTA FE DE BOGOTA
1270  RADIO PROVINCIA LA PLATA
1580  RADIO CANDELA DE BOGOTA
1610  RADIO CARIBBEAN BEACON
1620  UNID EN INGLES
1700  UNID EN INGLES

CURIOSAMENTE EN LA RADIO DE ECUADOR TAMBIEN USAN "INICIO DE ESPACIO PUBLICITARIO"

---

**Ivan Dias Jr.**

Ivan Dias Jr.

Escuchas

Seguem os dados da última confirmação recebida:

13282  Hong Kong Volmet - HKG - Recebido carta confirmatória. 41 dias. V/S: Chi-lam Leung (Chief Aeronautical Communications Officer). Informe enviado por email: mailbox@hko.gov.hk. QTH: Civil Aviation Departmente Headquarters, 1 Tung Fai Road, Hong Kong International Airport, Lantau, Hong Kong - A imagem da confirmação estará disponível em breve em meu blog.


A imagem da confirmação estará disponível em breve em meu blog.


---

**Francesco Cecconi**

Francesco Cecconi

Escuchas

828  16/7 03.30 HIT FM Barcelona, Tarrasa, 33333 Non stop music, id. the audioclip is available here:

http://blog.libero.it/radioascolto/12891837.html

73's de Francesco - QTH: CENTRAL ITALY  - RX: ICOM R71  - ANT: 100 mt WIRE

---

**Rodolfo Tizzi**

Rodolfo Tizzi

Escuchas

KVOH  17775 kHz. No hay caso: hay algo que anda mal en el transmisor de KVOH en la banda de 16 metros. Aquí en Montevideo se la copia con una señal sólida, pero con el audio ostensiblemente bajo, como puede notarse en este clip grabado hace unos momentos.

http://youtu.be/vK537z-RcEY

Rodolfo Tizzi  rod@internet.com.uy  http://cx2abp.blogspot.com/
José Ronaldo Xavier

Pesquisas

3320  07/13 0451 AFS R.Sonder Grense, rly. Meyerton-AFS, EE, prgr. in English lang.; fv. presents a Musical Concert prgr.; 35443.

4775  07/13 0428 SWZ TWR Africa, rly. Manzini-SWZ-GG, rg, prgr. in German lang.; mv.; fv. talks, Id. in English lang., 45444

5915  07/13 0504 ZMB Zambia NBC, rly. Lusaka-ZMB, EE, prgr. in English; mv. talks, 35433.

5935  07/16 0253 USA WWCR, rly. Nashville-TN, EE, rg. prgr. in English; fv. preching, 45444.

5950  07/16 0304 USA The Overcomer Ministry, rly. Okeechobee-FL, EE, prgr. in English; fv. preching, 35443.

6100  07/16 0311 B R. Inconfidencia, B. Horizonte-MG-PP, prgr. in Portuguese; musique, Id., 45433.

6105  07/16 0316 TZA Zanzibar Brod. Co., rly. Dole-Zanzibar, SWA. prgr. in Swahili lang.; mv. talks; Enforcement by CRI, in Mandarin, on 6020 kHz; 35432.

6175  07/11 0303 VTN VOVietnam, rly. Furman-SC-USA, SS, prgr. in Spanish; Newsletter, Id., 55544.

6175  07/13 0325 VTN VoVietnam, rly. Furman-SC-USA, SS, prgr. in Spanish; Newsletter from R. Nac. de Venezuela, Brazil, on 6180 kHz; 44433.


6180  07/16 0416 ALG R. Algerienne, rly. Issoudun-F, AA, prgr. in Arabic; Holy Qur’an, 55444.

9565  07/13 0515 B R. Deus E Amor, Curitiba-PR, prgr. in Portuguese; national news, Id., 45433.


Carlos Gonçalves

ÁFRICA DO SUL


AUSTÁRIA

4835  VL8A, Alice Springs, Territ. a Norte, 22:15-22:29, 14/7, inglês, notícia; 34332, QRM de PRU.

4918  VL8T, Tennant Creek, Territ. a Norte, 22:17-22:26, 13/7, inglês, texto; 24321, QRM adj. do B 4915 e da CHN 4905.

5025  VL8K, Katherine, Territ. a Norte, 22:22-22:30, 13/7, inglês, texto; 24331, QRM de PRU 5024,9 e, pontualmente, de sinal em BLS.

BOLÍVIA

3310  R. Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba, 22:16-22:26, 12/7, quichua, texto; 24341, QRM de sinal em BLS.


4714,7  R. Yatun Ayllu Yura, Yura, 22:32-22:46, 13/7, quichua ou aimara, texto, canções índias; 35332.
3052,45 R.Pio XII, Siglo XX, 2317-2325, 12/7, quichua, texto, chamadas de ouvintes; 34432, QRM adjacente.
6151,1 R.Fides, La Paz, 2245-2255, 12/7, castelhano, canções; 35432.

BRASIL
4775 R.Congonhas, Congonhas MG, 2145-2154, 11/7, progr. de propag. relig., música; 25331.
4805 R.Dif.* do Amazonas, Manaus AM, 2249-2256, 12/7, prop. relig.; 45433.
4845 R.Cultura Ondas Tropicais, Manaus AM, 2225-2242, 11/7, discussão em torno dos resultados da Taça da FIFA, até às 2229, a que se seguiu ID e anúncio da freq., canções; 44432, QRM de CODAR.

6155,1 R.Fides, La Paz, 2245-2255, 12/7, castelhano, canções; 35432.
4805 R.Congonhas, Congonhas MG, 2145-2154, 11/7, progr. de propag. relig., música; 25331.

6155,1 R.Fides, La Paz, 2245-2255, 12/7, castelhano, canções; 35432.
4805 R.Congonhas, Congonhas MG, 2145-2154, 11/7, progr. de propag. relig., música; 25331.

RBSSIL BRSSIL BRSSIL BRSSIL
4775 R.Congonhas, Congonhas MG, 2145-2154, 11/7, progr. de propag. relig., música; 25331.
4805 R.Dif.* do Amazonas, Manaus AM, 2249-2256, 12/7, prop. relig.; 45433.
4845 R.Cultura Ondas Tropicais, Manaus AM, 2225-2242, 11/7, discussão em torno dos resultados da Taça da FIFA, até às 2229, a que se seguiu ID e anúncio da freq., canções; 44432, QRM de CODAR.

4875,06 R.Dif.* de Roraima, Boa Vista RR, 2146-2155, 11/7, noticiário local; 34342, em ascensão, apesar da QRM de CODAR.

4915 R.Daqui, Goiânia GO, 2205-2218, 11/7, A Voz do Brasil; 44433, QRM da R.Dif.* de Macapá, B.

4925,2 R.Educação Rural, Tefé AM, 2208-2225, 11/7, A Voz do Brasil; 2.ª parte às 2225; 35332.
4965 R.Alvorada, Parrintins AM, 2240-2248, 12/7, canções; 44342, QRM adj. De sinal de ponto a ponto.

4985 R.Brasil Central, Goiânia GO, 2210-2227, 11/7, A Voz do Brasil; // 11815; 45333, heterodinagem, contornável, c/ o PRU 4985,5.

5035 R.Educação Rural, Coari AM, 2216-2231, 11/7, A Voz do Brasil; 23331, QRM da R.Aparecida, B, igualmente c/ a Voz do Brasil.

Retransmissões assíncronas.

5970 R.Itatiaia, Belo Horizonte MG, 2203-2214, 13/7, progr. sobre futebol; 25331.
5990 R.Nacional da Amazónia, Parque do Rodeador DF, 2233-2245, 11/7, 2.ª parte de A Voz do Brasil; 35332; // 6180, 11780.
6000 R.Guaíba, Pt.º Alegre RS, 2211-2218, 14/7, 1.ª parte de A Voz do Brasil; 24331, QRM adjacente.

6010,03 R.Inconfidência, Belo Horizonte MG, 2235-2244, 11/7, emissão em coreano destinada à Coreia do Norte, texto; modulação muito fraca; 34332, QRM adjacente.
6115 R.Congo, Brazzaville, 1801-1825, 14/7, francês, (longo) noticiário; 24331, QRM adjacente.

6010,03 R.Inconfidência, Belo Horizonte MG, 2235-2244, 11/7, emissão em coreano destinada à Coreia do Norte, texto; modulação muito fraca; 34332, QRM adjacente.

6110  R.Fana, Geja Dera (ou Geja Jawe?), 1744-1803, 14/7, oromo (segundo listas), texto, música pop' local; 35332.

6089,9  R.Nigéria, Kaduna, 1742-1753, 14/7, dialecto local, texto, a que se seguiu oração corânica; 45343.

PERU
4774,9 R.Tarma, Tarma, 2251-2259, 12/7, castelhano, música pop' índia; 45433.
4835 R.Ondas del Suroriente, Quillabamba, 2216-2230, 14/7, castelhano, canções anúncios comerciais; 23331, QRM da AUS.
4955 R.Cultural Amauta, Huanta, 2238-2245, 12/7, castelhano, prop. relig.; 35332.
5024,9 R.Quillabamba, Cuzco, 2242-2250, 12/7, canções índias; 34342, QRM da AUS.
5980 R.Chaski, Cuzco, 2232-2243, 11/7, catelhano, prop. relig.; 35332.

PIRATAS
3280 Não ident. grega, 2220-..., 12/7, canções gregas; 2.ª harmónica de 1640 (SINPO 25342); 25331.
6199,9 R.Technische Man, HOL, 2247-..., 12/7, holandes, música pop', texto, anúncios de fecho da emissão; 44433, QRM adjacente.
6305 Não ident. holandesã, 2250-..., 12/7, canções holandesas e música pop'; 45332.
6325 R.Merlin Int'l, G, 2315-..., 12/7, inglês, baladas, texto; 35332.

SOMÁLIA
7120 R.Hargueisa, Hargueisa, Somalilândia, 1836-1852, 12/7, dialecto local, texto, a que se seguiu oração corânica; 45343.

SURINAME
4990 R.Apintie (p), Paramaribo, 2221-2228, 13/7, texto, música; 15331.

UGANDA
4976 R.Uganda, Kampala, 1834-1854, 12/7, música pop' afric. e ocidental; 45332, mas em ascensão.

VIETNAME
6165 R.Voz do Vietnam, Xuan Mai, 2209-2221, 13/7, mongue, texto, canções; 34432, QRM adj. da CHN 6175 c/ progr. em português, via retransm. europeia.

ZÂMBIA
5915 ZNBC-Radio 1, Lusaka, 2241-2252, 11/7, dialecto local, música pop' africana; 45332.

NB: As obs. nos 16-19-25-31 m, entre 11 e 15/7, e todas que houver hoje, dia 16, serão objecto de mensagem posterior, provavelmente, já amanhã, 17/7.

Hoje 16JUL recebi dois QSLs de Ham e um da Radio Free Asia. Recebi um interessante QSL de um radioamador francês que operou a sua estação no Togo. O Togo deve ser um país difícil de se ouvir estações de Ham. O QSL da RFA veio sem envelope e acabou chegando rasgado. É o que pode acontecer, entre outras coisas, quando uma emissora envia um QSL sem envelope.

As imagens estão em meu blog: www.dxreunion-br.blogspot.com.br
73! - Rubens Ferraz Pedroso (PY5-007SWL). - Bandeirantes - PR.

HAM
21 MHz 5V7MP - Avepozo - Togo - Recebido cartão QSL - RFP
28 MHz PS7JBV - Caicó - RN - B - Recebido cartão QSL - RFP

OC

7.350 China Radio International - Kashi-Saibagh - CHN - Recebido bonito cartão QSL (Gelao ethnic minority group) e folder. 42 dias. Sem assinatura. Informe envíado por e-mail: crieng@cri.com.cn. QTH: China Radio International, English Service, CRI-39 – P.O. Box 4216, Beijing – P.R. China – 100040 - RFP

Rafael Rodríguez R
Escuchas

e-QSL recibida de KBC Radio a sus emisión de los sábados (Domingo Universal) vía Nauen, Alemania. Con el envío de un reporte ya se entra a participar del concurso que han organizado y que tiene de premio un Tecsun PL-660 http://www.kbcradio.eu/index.php?dir=contest

Babul Gupta

Reach Beyond Australia – Life Changing Radio – Kununurra Northwest Australia: 17760 kHz, 0125 hrs to 0146 hrs UTC in Hindi & Nepali log on 17th July, 2014 and f/d eQSL received on 18th July, 2014 for my email report to: english@hcjb.org.au v/s Shelly Martin
http://babulgupta-dxer.blogspot.in/2012/10/australia.html

EDITORIAL

Estimados amigos, a la espera que todos se encuentren muy bien y aprovechando este espacio les saludo.

Además de informarles que la pagina de la ADU en su link www.galeon.com/diexman ha sido modificada, y de ahora en mas ire actualizando y agregando las paginas y datos que tenga, esta bien fácil de usar y como es de costumbre sea amena, además los datos estarán la mayoría en documentos PDF para que quienes quieran aprovechar y bajarlos estarán disponibles. Ademas he llegada a la conclusión que cuando buscamos algo es específico,por eso las emisoras en onda corta, AM, FM, Internet, piratas y nacionales que emitan en onda corta estarán con datos unicamente de su correo postal, otra pagina con solamente las dirección de email, otra de paginas web, y otra con las emisoras que emiten en internet, asi que si uno busca algo, como ser email, contara con esa pagina, es el principio pero creo que es mas facil para lograr llegar a lo que uno busca. Espero sus comentarios, gracias. Rubén Walter Suárez